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Leadership
··opportunites
available
BY ERIN RYAN
Asst. Campus News Editor

Junior defender Lauren Garber and the women's soccer team secured an A-10
Tournament berth last Sunday. See page 10 for the full story.

New .lottery causes· concern
high 1ottery number may be
locked out of housing and put on
· Contributing Writer
Even with the 274 new beds a waiting list. While there are no
that will be available next year in speculations as· to how many
the Commons, some of the Resi- commuters there will be return~
dence Hall AssoCiation (RHA) ing, the RHA is concerned that·
members have reservations about upperclassmen who have dethe amount of housing available voted ~oth ~oriey and time to on·ror uppercla.ss students next year. ca mp us life will .suddenly be
As reported in last week's without a place to live ..
. Newswire, the issue of concern is · · The issue is complicated even
over a Student Senate decision further for students whose home·
allowing commuters, who had is far away from Xavier. Junior
formerly decided to move off Abbey Wanchick is bothered by
campus, to return. Formerly, stu- the possibility that "people· living
dents who elec.;ted to move off three hours away are not getting
campus were unable to return.
accommodated, when there are
While t)1is decision benefits commuters who are being accomthose commuters, students who modated. There just are no guarhave remained on campus antees."
throughout their college life may
Aside from the concern over
not hav.e on-campus housing the lack of living space on camavailable to them.
pus, sophomore and RHA treaThere are 1,600 people regis- surer Steve Weissemburger said
tered for the upcoming housing "There is a lack of communicalottery. Even though commuters tion between the student senators
were unable to register for this an_d us, the student body. If the
lottery, they are allowed to live senate was at lea.st presented inwith those who are awarded a spot formation then why were we not
on campus.
presented with the information as
Hypothetically, it is possible well? You see a lot of people
that an on-campus student with a comfog up to you and asking
BY TIM HUBBARD
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'What's going ."on?,' and we are
not informed of the issue.'~
President -of the 'commuter
council, senior Kevin Moeller,
has· a slightly different take.
"For commuters who are now
here, they find out what they have
been missing by riot living pn
campus, many now want to be in
the housing lottery. The general
sentiment is that commuters miss
out on a lot of campus. life," he
said.
Though there is nothing that
can be done to alter this year's
lottery and the policies surrounding the lottery, junior RHA presi. dent Sarah' Schw1Jb would like the
opportunity to change the lottery
process in the future.
She is trying to set up a forum
for Xavier students, both on-campus students and .commuters, to
have an opportunity to voice concerns over the housing selection
process.
Any students who would like
to contribute to the forum or who
have any questions regarding the
lottery can contact Schwab at
745-3833.

OP-ED:

NEWS:
U.S. Senate candidate
.. , comes to campus
PAGE 2

Off-campus safety and
Halloween thoughts
PAGE 6

The Office of Leadership. and
Orientation is accepting applications for tw.o leadership programs:· the Citizen Leader Program and the Emerging Leaders
Retreat.
The second annual Citizen.
Leaders Program is comprised of
five Sunday sessions, which will
span several months: ·Freshmen,
sophomores and juniors are welcome to apply for the 25 ~pots in
each clas·s.
· "We're looking fqr people who
will benefit from enhandng their·
leadership on Xavier's campus
and in the greater community,"
said.junior Michelle Manassah,
logistics coordinator for the pro-.
gram.·
· To be eligible, students only
rieed to be able to make the time
commitment to the program. "We
aren't necessariJy looking for students in ·uie executive positions
in campus organizat.ions," said
Manassah. Instead, the program's
aim is to develop the skills of individuals who want to be leaders
on campus.
Junibr Khrystalynn Shefton,.
selection coordinator and alum of
the Citizen Leader Program,
agrees. "We primarily choose
students who may not be as
heavily active as others on campus, but who, through hard work
and dedication, will be a benefit
to Xavier," she said ..
The lectures will be led by administrators and·· 1eaders on
Xavier's campus. The five informational sessions are joined by
two service projects in which the
students will work directly with
members· of the Cincinnati community.
"I think the underlying core of
this program is the service," says
Manassah. "This is another way
of working with the Jesuit tradition - teaching students to work
in ways that benefit each other."
Shefton notes that the program
helped her to become a s_trong
leader on campus. "Wheri I went
last year, I was involved with
BSA, but only on an on-again offagain basis," she explains.
"This year I'm on SAC, the

SPORTS:
Women's soccer clinches
A-10 Tournament berth
PAGE 10

Peer Leaaership Team, I'm a
chairperson for BSA and a mentor for the Office of Multicultural
Affairs. I've absolutely benefited
from the Citizen Leaders Program," she said. "If you're looking to become involved on
Xavier's campus, this is the way
to do it." ·
The Office of Leadership and
Orientation is also accepting applications for the Emerging Leaders Retreat, slated for January.
This program is open to freshmen and sophomores only, and
involves traveling to Camp Joy
for a. we~kc:md. "This is the second year the program has been at.
Camp Joy," said Sarah Schwab,
junior and Student Leader Coordinator for the Retreat. "It's really a terrific setting for this leadership program." Students can be nominated for
the retreat by presidents of organizations, hall directors and
heads of the academic departments. "It's really quite an ·honor
to be nominated for this program," said Schwab, who attended the retreat her freshman
year.
The committee hopes to register approximately 40 students
for the 2001 Emerging Leaders
Retreat. The committee for the retreat includes senior Amanda
Trice, and juniors Emily Senich,
Steve Fisk and Schwab. - ·
"We're looking for students
who are involved on campus. Ideally, this will further encourage
those students to be involved in
. Xavier's community and to make .
a real difference," said Schwab.
If students are interested in the
program and have not been nominated, the Emerging Leaders
committee .encourages them to
seek out their hall directors, club
presidents or department heads,
·and to express their interest.
"There is a guarantee that this
retreat gives you the opportunity
to meet 35 other people like yourself," said Schwab. "You'll get a
chance to meet and mingle with
these people, and it will definitely
help your future on Xavier's campus.',.

DIVERSIONS:
Do the time warp:
'Rocky Horror' revisited
PAGE 14
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Celeste speaks about technology,· service
CANDIDATE TED CELESTE TALKS ABOUT HIS OPINIONS ON CAMPAIGN FINANCE, ABORTION AND GAY MARRIAGE.
MELISSA CURRENCE
Campus News Editor

In a season where the tri-state's
The Fourth Annual Crosstown
TV political ads include puppets
Shoutout qualifying round ,will :
and action figures, you haven't
be held on Monday, Nov. 13 at,
seen a Ted Celeste ad.
Xavier,. and the final round will.:'
Celeste, who is the Democratic
be on Th~rsday, Nov. 30 at UC.'
candidate running for Ohio's· U.S.
Full~time Xavier undergraduate ·
Senator against incumbent Mike
students are eligible to compete
Dewfoe (Rep.) has yet to run any
by delivering eight- to 10~
campaign TV ads.
minute speeches on the topic
"We need to have free. time ori
"~hould affirmative action:b~.
TV [for political ads]," said Celeste
· . abolished?" The three top quali-. ·
in an interview on Monday.
fiers will receive $200 each. anq ·
This is Celeste's first run for pubthe winner of the final roun4 will.
lic office, even though his name is ·
receive $500; second place $300 ·
familiar t9 OhiO voters. His brother, .
and third place $100. Registra:'
1
.Richard Celeste was Ohio govertion packets are available in.
U.S. Senate Democratic can di ate Ted Celeste spoke with Newswire
nor from 1983 to 1990.
, Schott 305. For more informa-.
Currence
on Monday on the academic mall.
.
"People arefrustrated with polition, contact Randy Patnode;.ext. •·
tics a'nd ·frustrated with·the power race would have been much'differ- · University Board of Trustees
2955.
of moriey;• said Celest.e.
.
ent,'' said Celeste to the Cin.cinnati member for his qualifications to ·
.Celeste, who served in the Peace Enquirer on Oct. 16. "My message be Senator.. ·.·.. · · · ·
"I resp0'n,d'ed Jo President
Corps In Fijifrom 1969 to 1970, resonateswell with voters-.::. if they
'J'he Student-Athlete Adviresponded to lack of political in- get it."
·Kennedy's."tiless~ge and it's what
sory Council is sponsoring a
volvement and 'the increased
In an effort to distinguish him- reallymotivat'ed:metopubticserc.anried food drive. Empty boxes
volunteerism of the country, espe- self from Dewine, Celeste's cam~ vice~'.'. said Celeste:
.
can be found in the O'Connor
cially young people.
paign has beenpromoting the imCeleste lived on the South PaSports Center, Hinkle Hall,
"A lot of people translate service portance 9f the Internet to ·reach · cific i§land of Fiji from 1969 to
Schmidt Fieldhouse, Schott Hall
and public ~ervice to doing some- voters. He was the first candidate to 1970 with his wife as a Peace
and·the Cintas Center dining
thing for other people. But they formally announce his candidacy on · Corps member.· The people were
room. Student athletes will col-.
don't take the next step which is to · the Internet and has chats dnline.
-subsistence farmers ..which has led
lect the boxes on Thurs., Oct. ~6.
participate in the publie practice
· "The Internet is. the qnly.m~dia · •. hi.m)p's)ipportthef11mily farmers .
They will also be visiting the resiof voting or being involved with . available state: wide that reaches· in-the United States.
dence halls and the Village on
. political campaigns," said· C~leste. - ev'ery media market in every county
· With his liberal approach to
Thursday to collect canned .and
· · "''I think it is because they're of Ohio. The Internet may be a way government, Celeste is pro.non-perishable food :items.
turned off politicians who areri't to eliminate. the power of money in choice: "I think we have to do
saying anything that concerns politics."
every~hing we can. to get rid of
them or they don't think so."
Celes,te cited his work as a Peace unwanted pregnancies," said
"Ifl had a basketful of cash, this Corps member and an Ohio State Celeste.
The Xavier Bookstore is currently ruQning a spedal on Cincinnati Bell Wireless. activation
. A speci!ll academic forum for fres~·men and new trimsfer students in the colleges•~f
for all faculty, staff and students.
Arts
and Sciences, Social Sciences and the Williams College tlfBusiness will be held on '
Customers activating new wireMonday,
.Qct.3Q; from 1:30 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. Students iri the colleges of:Aftsand.
less service through Cincinnati
Sciences
and Social Sciences. will assemb.le in.the·SchiffFaII1ilY Ccmference C::eriter at.•
Bell
receive a free XU facethe
Cintas
Center. Students ofthe Wiliiams (::pllegeofBusiness will assemble inKetley
plate, which fits the Nokia 5160
Auditorium.
At 2 •p.m., students will attend• various career opportunity sessions ancf
and is a $20 value. The offer apfaculty
from·vai-ious
departments and progranis'wHJshareJheir expertise with t~e.stl1~
plies to both pre- and postpaid
dents.
For
more
information,
call Doris Jackson,>ext.2977 or Rev. Thomas Kennealy,'
wireles·s services. For more inforc
S.J., ext. 3171.
..
.. . .
.
. .
. mation, call the bookstore at ext.
3311.
less driv'ing and driving under t.he Campus Police received com- ·

· Food!drive

Get connected

· · NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Cam-pus ;Ne~s Editor Melis~a
. ., . . .. . .
'.
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I
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· ;'It's bet\ve~ii' i woman ·and her
docto,r..to ~~k·e ti;i,~t-decision and
nobOdy else's'."
··
H~ i~ also anti-de~th p.enahy and·.
in support ofrriaking college tution ·
tax-deductable.
,.
Duringthe time he served on the
OSU Board ofTrusiees 1 Celeste supported domestic partner benefits for
faculty, staff and stl1de11ts. It did not
.
.. . .
pass.
- · -He also is in favor of commitment·
ceremonies for gay relationships bui
reserving the term 'marriage' for
heterosexuals.
More information about Celeste
can
be
found
·at
www.celeste2000.com.

. Academic:;.fo1nim for11ri.der_classmen ..... ·

will
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··An Cards
All students are required to·
obtain new All Cards over the
next few weeks. Please refer to
the· online schedule at
www·.xu.edu/depts/auxserv/
allcard/student~pickup.html for
your pickup date. The new All
Cards will be distributed in the
first floor lobby of the Williams
Coll.egeofBusiness. Please bring
your old card when you pick' up
your new one. Questions can be
directed to the All Card Center at
ext. 3374.

Time capsule
i

r

Plans are underway for the
crea~ion of a time capsule for the
Cintas Center, and the committee is interested in studei:it input.
Email timecap @xu.edu or mail
ML 2122 with responses. Email
questions to Lauren at
xulauren@yahoo.com or Todd at
toddg7 l 7@aol.com.

Run, Forrest, run
The running club practices on
Mondays at 1p.m.,2:2o'p.m. and
4:15 p.m.; Tues. and Thurs: at 1
p.m.; Wednesdays at 4: 15 p.m.
and Fridays at 2:30 p.m. and Fri.
at 4: 15 p.m. Call Megan at 9855903 for more information.

Saturday, Oct. 14, 3.p;m. An employee reported the theft
of a portable radio from a closet
in the Schmidt.Fieldhouse.
·Wednesday, Oct.18, i:30 p.m.
- Two subjects were found on
the second floor of CBA selling
paintings door to door. The.subjects wer.e escorted off campus by
Campus Police.
Thursday, Oct. 19, 2:05 a.m.
- Unknown persons set a large
cardboard box on fire in the
breezeways between Husman and
Kuhlman Halls.
Friday, Oct. 20, 9:40 p.m. An underaged student in Husman
was cited for possession of alcohol. A case of beer was confiscated.
·Friday, Oct. 20, 11:15 p.m.
-· Campus Police responded to
a loud party complaint on the 900
block of Dana Avenue. The student residents were issued a firstresponse warning notice by the
Cincinnati police.

influence; the subject passed out be- . ·plaint of a loud party and.altercac
hind the wheel ofhis vehicle. in the .ti on.· on. ·the 2000 bfoc k ·of. ·
Village lot
Wayland Avenue. There appeared
to be a dispute between the residents of the house and residents.
.
Saturday, Oct. 21, 1:15' a.m. A custodian ~eported someone was of the neighborhood. One. female
attempting to overturn a canopy and student was cited by the Norwood
tables at th.e O'Connor Sports Cen~ Police for disorderly conduct.
. ter. On arrival; Campus Police found
· that the subjects had left the scene.
Sunday, Oct. 22, between 3:30
p.m.
and 6. p.m. - Three stu.
dents reported that the front liSaturday, Oct. 21, 2:05 a.m. A Xavier shuttle. driver obse~ved a cense plates had been stolen from
large fight ori the 1700 block of their cars while they were parked
Cleneay Avenue: Norwood ·Police on campus. Th.e missing plates are
cited two students for disorderly from Illinois, Nebraska and Mis- ,
conduct while intoxicated and Cited souri.
one student for driving without a
license.
Monday, Oct. 23, 10:20 a.m.
- A 51-year-old non-student was
cited for falsification when atSunday, Oct. 22, 12:30 a:m. Three students were cited in the Vil- . tempting to use a bogus name and
!age for disorderly conduct and un- social security number in order to
derage consumption. The students sell books. to the Xavier bookstore.
were being excessively' loud and The subject has a history c::if theft,
causing a disturbance.
trespassing and falsification, and
has been charged with the same
Sunday, Oct. 22, 12:40 a.m. offense: at several. area colleges.
Campus Police responded to a loud
party complaint on the 1000 block
Monday, Oct. 23, 3:30 p.m.
of Dana Ave., where there was a party - · A car was broken into while
containing approximately 150" 175 parked in the South lot. A Sony
people. Cincinnati Police dispersed detachable-face CD car stereo was
the partygoers and issued a verbal stolen:
warning.
Sunday, Oct. 22, 3:12 a;m. Update - In.reference t.o the
'·

•

Friday, Oct. 20, 3 a.m. - A
non-student was arrested for reek-

!

.•

car theft from the Cohen Center
lot: .On Thursday, Oct. 19, 11:30
p;m. Cincinnati Police recovered.
the.abandoned vehicle in the 2300
block of Vine Street. The vehicle ·
had sustained moderate damage.
Update - In reference to the
camcorder theft' on Oct. '16~ During investigation by the Campus
Police, the camcorder was anonymously returned to the student's·
roc:m1. There are no suspects at this
time.

PoliceN•

· ofth~-

. Friday,.Oct. 20, 12:40
p.m. - A student reported.
the.theft of a 1990 Toyota
pickup truck from the C-3
lot behind the Cohen Center. Investigation revealed
that the vehicle had rolled
out of the parking space,
through the lot and down an
embankment on the east side
of Cohen. The vehicle suffered minor damage.
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Double Xposure
"Kiss and make up," by Chris Seelbach

I

:

I

i
i.
!

i
!

Junior Chris Seelbach took this picture of senior Brandon
Anderson (left) and junior Stephen Decker during the 1998
Xavier's Players' production of "Jesus Christ, Superstar:'
Submit photos on campus to "Double Xposure Forum," ML
2129 or drop them off at the Publications House, 3739
Ledgewood Ave. ·

should

AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION be

If you have an· opinion oil
· this question, you could

win up to

700
~nter the Crosstown Shoutout speech competition
anci pit your oratory skills against students at arch-rival

UC.

Qualifying R9und (XU.students only), Monday, Nov. 13, at 1:30 p.m.
Top three quaHfiers receive $200 each and a place in· the final round.
Final Round (XU vs. UC), Thursday, Nov. 30, 12:30.p.m. First place
$500. Second place, $300. Third place, $100.
.

-

Contestants will deliver an 8- to :10-minute speech on the topic.
·All full-time Xavier undergraduate
stu.dents are eligible to compete.

For mor.e information,
call Randy Patnode at 745-2955,
· or stop by the Communication
Arts office, Schott 305.

The ghosts and goblbl
employed at the Learning
Assistance Center are
trained in difficult grade
exorcisms: Stop by· our·
office in Kuhlman or caU
746-3280 to see what. km
of spell we can cast on you.

Our fuf ors w;H
Jierp yo~
exorcise fJiose
~rade demons.

.r •., '
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Around the world this week·

1~.~ii<Mc;.iiH~ati~·.· . · .• >s:~;::z:::t
· ;;:usmg~·cGmputetsand
·: .·iii~;~!~~~f .· . ·. •·

for discussion-of ·
riots. in Palestine

''Gomk~ter)1nd]ntemetusage is•'

cAiR.b. Egypt-:- Therepre-

ilpJ6i,11lbstArnericans; regardfoss
•;c)fiheif,race(edticitfon cir income,··
1;.accordihg·fo.ihe fourth· national·
::$.~~y;:~f<ajgitru:haves and have- .
'liC>ts,ful~~'Mondayby the U.S. ·
,.I)epartifi~lth:ifCommerce.
· ·.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

sentatiyes .of 22Arab League_.
states began their summit amid
news of new clashes in the West .
BankandGazaStrlp wh~r~mili7
tant groups had exhorted Pales~
tinians.fo.go·outintothe streets.

l~~-t~Wk~~-~outj~h;~d;e~Je:~. .-i~~:~d:~:::i:~:~· :;;s~~~ ;~;: .

.::;fit?.f(l il.99s>:Btacb and Hispanics . pose oftheSaturday protest was·

;;i~ve:,stlo~ injpf.essi've gains; and , toinfluence the respons~ of the '
~t1te:(li~Pil9t)riri foterttet usage be~ ··Arab ,summit to the crisis> '.-; · ,:
~1Wee:D.:Jli~n·and women has largely • f At:the immfuiti. at N~ss¢r City'
i~disap~,; _,;' ·
. <)frtheoutskirtSofCafro,.speaker'
~~'.•.:•;:: Aill~ca.nS• 50' years .and, older . ·aftdr;;spei\ker condemned Israel {·
·cwhile'stilltlessitikely.than•. their:' ·•', as-r~~nsible'forth~ threb .weeks,,
1
::/;·:

!f·r~M~~i~fs#~tjt~~s::to·,use~the··>·O,f-~11?~~-$pe<l ~a~ ~~s:~q~~i'~?~f

BY HARRY HAMBURG, NEW YORK OAILY NEWS

\.,~~~t': ;·,;2~ei.tpene11ced: the high.r: ;· tijan :J15,:e~ple~ ~os~' of ~h.~Il1: ·

.;._-' '•'And'.411;5·.per:cent of'all homes, · Iem:_as iitS capiµ{ltaiderilan(l(f~~:··
:'.6ad::ip~6Ji;ii.aqc~s.s;:up:frotli.26.2 .•.-nwi•~4.:re~tis&ii_,'.·.>j.;!>::.:,,.•:.;.;~;;_:,;·i

1999•swv,ey;;..The : .·.~· '':'TiConfinri :thati.despite','.alfr
·ifeporrst\i¥il)~)~:;~illi611 AID~ri- · .· ., ¥o~J1d.s·, atid • dis!lppoirit~~~t's:~
'"~ns h~vesomeJdh(l of Net access, ' :created .J,y the' harsh p~ace pro~: .·

Texas Gov. George W. Bush (left, Rep.) and Vice President Al Gore (right,
Dem.) engage in the last ·of three presidential debates of the 2000 campaign
last Thursday night at Washington University in St. Louis. Both ·candidates
began the debate by paying tribute to the memory of Missouri's late governor,
Mel Carnah~n {Dem.}, who died in a plane crash on Oct. 16.
·

:_,perc~J1t~i•r,tlie

New report alleges
Texas death
.
penalty system flawed, unjust

.whettiet.\through: borne; .sch.cio I, cess our choice is tljat o(ajus,t; ..
'wqrk oflib,rill}r;\' ' ,
. perman~nt and comprehensive,:;
. Butch:allenges.remain. For the ·peace;'~: he told .the other.A.tab'
first tiiii~~ the siirvey examined I~aders;.
.· ..•
.·, .... · .. ·
comp~te,r :and Internet ac~ess' for
' The Arab I,,~agu.e is ~eeting
~disa\)l~'Aotericans, who.are only for the fast tim~ihJoury.e#"s1~{ ,
, halfas;likelyto.have access to the .·· calibrate its ,;response to ~thi'eei.i :?.
BY STEVE MILLS ,
JntemetilSthose~ithoutadiSabil~ · ··week:~>Of israeU~Pafo:sJitfr~TI·
.Chicago_ Tribulie
Jty. · ; :,.: ..·
· . .·. . .
.
blopdshed. · · · _ ·:
A new report on Texas' death
. : And:Jntemetaccess:foroBlacks. ·.· '··NinH~ away;_Egyptian· stu>
penalty system has concluded that
and',Hisp~ics, while up overall, ' dentdelllonstrators
on,tlte : deep flaws exist at every level, from
· still' Iagsfar behind theirWhite an<:f · leaders to punish Israel for 'what_': incompetent defense lawyers and·
Asian _cqlinterparts in America. · · they called its excessive µse 'of unscrupulous prosecutors at trial to
· . ·_:. .i\Die~cans :so years ofage l~thalJorce againstPalestinians~ · appellate courts that fail to provide
and older •ar~ iu~ong the least ·The sti.idents' bfoct<:ed traffic and . a meaningful review of cases; and
likely;fro:be 'iritemet usei:s. The · carried.banners pr~clailllirig soli~
consequently may allow the innoInte~et·iise rate for this group was darity .with the Palestinian call·. cent to be executed .
·
.
•only:.29;6:per~ent in 2000. How- for "a day ofrage~".
The report, issued last week in
~Ver, Peoi>le in this age group were
. '~We \Vant the SUrnmittoknOW
Austin, was researched and prealmost threeJimes as likely to pe · 'theycan'tgetawaythistiinewith · pared by the Texas Defender SerIntemetuser~'if they,worked.
just.talk. This time we wantac": vice, a noncprofit organization that
_:. Two~parent households are tion,'.' shmited a student leader
represents indigent death row prisnearly. twice· as likely to have who said:his name was Ahmed.
oners, helps to find them attorneys
Internet access as singie-parent
Judging by the. opening
and consults on their cases.
household!\.
speeches of the Arab leaders,
"The system is flawed in so many
. .. · -E:mailrernains the Internet's most of them ai:e likely t6 sup~ . · different areas we just can't have
fargest,applicatiOn for users.
port it. call to :suspend or miniconfidence .in the product of that
--,Lo':Y,~income users were the miie diplomatic. and economic · system," said Jim Marcus, the
most likely to use the Internet to contacts. with Israel until 'the.
group's executive director. "It's a
kiok ftirjbbs. ·.
. peace process .is back on track·• system that's riddled with all kinds
- Sch9ols, libraries and other ·and the violence abates.· · .
of mistakes and it's a system that's
pµblic .'access points continue to
Th~ silmmit ends Sunday with
been covering them up."
servethqse groups who do ·.not a resolution that seems certain to·
The report is the latest review of
have aci:ess at home.
conde'am Israel and. pledge · the death penalty system in Texas,
The·survey•results were culled greater supp~rt td the Pafostin~ · · which leads the nation in execu, from. do~r~to-door surveys: of .ian cause. ·
tions with more than 200 since capi:'so~ooo households nati_onwide
tal punishment was reinstated in
· during A¥gust, with a 95 percent
1976, and the latest to challenge
. respoiise:rate; said Commerce De~
the confidence. state officials have
partrrient~fficials.
·
expressed in the system.

<· />

calle<l

.

CORRECTION
In last week's World News section of The Newswire, the U.S.S. Cole
was misidentified as a submarine. It is in fact a destroyer. We
apologize for the mistake and any co~fusion it may ha~e';;';used.

,

included the use of ajailhouse informant -an inherently untrustworthy type of evidence- or false
or misleading.evidence from state
officials.

reiterated Bush's support of DNA
testing in cases in which it could
help resolve questions of an
inmate's guilt.

States with large~t number of executions since 1976
232

Texas ·

80

Va.

49

Fla.

Mo.

Okla.

45
30
source: www.deathpenaltyinfo.org

State Atty. Gen. John Cornyn
said in a statement that although
he had not seen the report, he remains confident that Texas' justice
system was "working."
"Of course," Cornyn added in
the statement, "there is always room
for improvement, and public conIn June, a two-part investigation fidence in our criminal justice sysqy the Tribune of every execution .tern ·must be preserved." ·
under Gov. George W. Bush found
He suggested improving the
Texas' death penalty system badly quality of defense lawyers, an area
compromised by the use of unreli- for which Texas has been much
able evidence, ineffective defense criticized.
lawyers, meager defense efforts at
The DefenderService report exsentendng and dubious psychiat- amined, at least in part, every capiric testimony.
tal case from Texas since 1976 in
A spokesman for Bush said the, which an appellate court p~blished
governor's office had not been given its ruling, and identified problems
a copy of the report and so could in many of.them.
not comment on its findings. He
According to the report, 84.cases

The report alleges widespread
racism in the way prosecutors decide to seek the death penalty as
well as in the use of juries made up
mostly of whites. The report said,
"The overall picture that emerges
of the Texas death penalty is stark:
Non-whites are for the most part
excluded from the process of assessing a punishment that· is -disproportionately visited upon
them. African-American Texans
are the least likely to serve on capital juries but the most likely to be
condemned to die."
The report concluded that in
nearly half the appeals studied, de.fense lawyers appeared to conduct
no investigations and failed to raise
new claims, though this is their
task.
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E DI T 0 RI AL -

Good cop, bad cop
It happens to almost every- NOT make any sudden movements
body. You 're driving into the out- - this can make the officer more on
skirts of Small Town, USA, and guard and edgy and you want the ofyou are slowing down for that 35 ficer calm and relaxed - don't crankmph speed limit looming ahead 1 roll down the window until the officer
You get there and you're going 42 is at the car, turn on an interior light
mph and a police officer waits for if it's dark, smile and don't fidget or
you to cross. into the city limits and appear suspicious. These .little steps
turns on his lights and sirens. This of courtesy may go a long way.
is not the type of stop where you
Back to. that polite and respectful
were going 90 on the highway on thing - let's clarify. This a good
a dark rainy night - you deserve idea, but sometimes you do run into
someone abusing his or her power.
that ticket.
But this time· you know it's a You have all heard stories of the "bad
ridiculous stop - you were driv- cop." If you are a minority or a
ing safely and the only thing say- woman driver, you most likely have
ing you technic;ally broke the law first-hand knowledge of this.
- C A M P_U S p· E R S P E C T I V E
is a radar gun. And then to top it
Don't make this a personal issue
all off, the officer was a real jerk.
unless they do. Since this IS their job,
Let's face it, there are mean hold them to it. If you think they are
, people otit there and if you give rude and wrong, don't be afraid to
BY LORI GOETZINGER
crimination clauses and statements have the freedom to choose and exthem a power job and some au- question them. Just keep in mind, if
Assistant Op/Ed
students of all genders, religions, press their beliefs freely despite our
thority, some will abuse it. :
they were.right, you are almost sure
For the past week I have pon- races, backgrounds arid sexual ori- school's affiliation with CatholiWe at The Newswire have had to get a ticket riow. After all, no one dered the letter to the editor writ- entations. By welcoming such di- cism. We have entered what I
similar' run-ins with the law, and likes to have their authority ques- ·ten by Angela Vitale that was pub- versity, the school, its students and. would refer to as a generation of
we want to let you know what to tioned.
Ii shed in the Oct. 18 edition of The alumni must also be willing to ac- change. Believe it or not, Vitale,
do in a case like this. First, try to
Youhavetherighttoseetheradar Newswire. As a. graduate o'f· cept and embrace differences.
there are a great number of Xavier
be polite and definitely be respect- gun if the officer clocked you with Edgecliff College, The Newswire
students who support the proful. Remember, officers put their one and is giving you a ticket (if the welcom.ed her letter and opinions.
c.hoice movement and 2fObably an
lives on the line each time they officer is only giving a warning, they However, as a Xavier student I felt
equal number who are uncomfort~
as do not have· to show you the radar · compelled to give Vitale an appropull somebody over. So as
able with being forced to pray to a
the actual speed limit goes, the gun). If you doubt the accuracy of priate. reply. In her letter she adGod or religion that they themtroopers are just doing their jobs. the gun, the officer must calibrate it dresses the making of generaliza" selves do not believe in.
Also, try to make it as painless in front of you by using a tuning fork ... tions by stating, "generalizations
Erin Nevius in her article that
as possible on yourself (it may These tactics will letthe offic~r know are. generally wrong - Logic
appeared in the Oct. 11 issue of The
.. even help you out of a ticket). Be · you question his or her abilitles and~ : 1o'i ." I fully support her statement;
Xavier Newswire stated her views
honest ......:. officers are trained to authority.
however, I .would like to share with
ti
and interpretations on the legalizadetect lying and it will only make
tta e
tion of the abortion pill RU-486.
Also know that if you don't like Vitale some of my own "Logic OUr SC 00 ZS a
them mad. Do NOT explain with the way you were treated, file a com- 10 I".
As a free individual, she had the
a sob story - they know the dif- plaint. Never lower yourself to an
Xavier is a liberal arts Jesuit
right to voice her opinions that
ference between what's irnportant officer if he or she .treats you with university very different from the
many may or may not have agreed
to you and an emergency.
disrespect. Complaining to friends Edgecliff College some knew years
with. Vitale stated that "Ms. Nevius
Have your license, registration and strangers won't help. Our safety ago. Xavier is an institution that
As we approach the year 2001, is putting 'choice' at the wrong end
and insurance info handy and system is a government bureaucracy encourages individual thought and it is obvious and even more so from of the equation. The time for
ready to give the officer - they and it can work for you.
opinion. While affiliated with the Vitale's letter that times are chang- choice is before she removes her
always.ask for that stuff first. Do
CatholicChurch and tradition, it ing. While it may once have been clothing and if her religious beliefs
is by all means not solely a "reli- mandated that students of a Catha- do not interfere, the choice is for
gious institution" as Vitale stated. lie school maintain the Church's some kind of birth control." I hope
COPYRIGHT 2000
CIRCULATION 3,500
Not all students at Xavier Univer- viewpoints, this is no longer the for the sake of "Logic 10 l" that
Editor-in-Chief & P.ublisher JONATHAN MOSKO
sity are Catholic. It is wrong to as- case:. Our schooi offers a wide ar- Vitale was using the word "she"
Managing Editor JILL GREEN
sume that students, faculty or·even ray of classes that in fact encourage to refer to all women and not
Business Manager CAROLYN HUGHES
persons associated with our school the exchange of opinions and many Nevius.
Advertising Manager LANCES(:HUERGER
hold the same beliefs as the Catho- issues discussed in these classes are
Advertising Assistant BETH GOFFENA
lie Church.
far from the views of the Church.
Adviser MIKE KAISER
Xavier welcomes in its non-disStudents of Xavier University

Xavier· diverse . though Catholic

''Students have the
fo'eedom to choose and
express their befiefi
. fi h
desptte the act t at

far

h f · if.Ji/•

.

d

with Catholicism. "
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C .TALK

·Rubber clothing not a solution
Dear Doc,
I have stage fright at the urinal sometimes. More so after
I've been waiting in line for a long
time to go~ Is this a sign of a
problem?
Signed, Slow Plumbing

Accounts Receivable

MIKE KOHLBECKER

Tht Xuvirr Ntw>wirr is puhlislu:u wcokly thmugh·
out the school yeur, eiitcqtl during vucutiuu und finul
e"w""' by the studenLi; of Xuvit:r University, 3800 Victory Purkwoy, Cincinnuti, OH 45207-2129.
11ie state1mmts w11J upinions of Thr Xavlt•r N£•wswlt? ore not m:cesSUfily those of the 1uu1.h::nt body, faculty or whninistrntion of Xuvit:r. 11u: sture1mmts und
opinions of u columnist Lin nnt nccettsurily rc:tli::ct thosi::
of editors or general stuff.
Suh,..Tiption raws on: $30 f"'r your ur $IS f"'r ..,.

D

Dear Slow Plumbing,
Not usually if you're under the
age of 40. This is a common reaction secondary to some aiytiety
over using a public restroom.
Ifyou're over 40, speak to your
physician.

Dear Doc,
.
I've been having an annoying
eyelid twitch. I notice it more in
the afternoons. It is only in one
eye and will last about a minute
then stop.and usually comes and
goes for awhile. Then I forget
about it until it happens again.

I was thinking about Michael J.
Fox and Parkinson's Disease. Is
this anything like that?
Signed, Eye Twitcher
Dear Eye Twitcher,
Eye twitching is usually related
to eye strain or stress. It may occur rnore often if you're doing a
lot of reading, computer work or
secondary to lack of sleep. I suggest you get your eyes checked if
it persi_sts.

Dear Doc,
Last week I saw this guy
working out at ·my gym and he
was practically covered with
·rubber shirt arid pants. He was
dripping sweat all over and his
face was as red as a stop sign.
That can't be healthy and it's not
the first time I've seen this.
Signed, Grossed Out

Dear Grossed Out,
Wearing plastic clothing while
working out will not produce significant weight loss and can cause
significant risk to your health.
The weight lost would only be
fluid weight and not fat.

Questions answered by Dr.
James P. Konerman, Xavier graduate and Medical Director for the
Health and Counseling Center:
Questions for Doc Talk can be
dropped off at the Heaith and
Counseling Center or emailed to
opednewswire@hotmail.com
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T A L K

What was youF>1Yllest Hallo.ween costullle?

"Wh~n I put ona a

"A pile of poop.'?

gr~y'mustache and
-Anto.niC>.Akins

.a 'gfay wig and
.W~ntas Bea Arther
frbm the 'Golden

"Devil costume .
sitting inj · "

"I was a pedestrian."

-Mike Macri
7

·

-Kate Evans

Nancy Kloeker .

.. • · sophonufre

junior

'tI·d~essed up.as
Sahta Claus and
~bded:hp giving .
lots of candy:"

94i

senior

- CAMPUS PERSPECTIVE -

-

LETTER TO THE EDITOR -

Halloween Illasks soDlething Inore Crinte always present
BY AMY COOMBS
Colllributing Writer

Trick or Treat! Remember the
excitement of standing at the door~
step, goodie bag in hand, anticipating that special treat? Hungry eyes
· are hidden behind colorful masks
· and bright costumes that are intended to look cute or to scare.
The whole night involves much
planning. Toy stores are packed
weeks in advance with lively kids
trying to find the perfect costume.
The choices seem limitless. You can
be the invincible Superman, a famous rock star or a silly clown for
.this one special night!
What makes this holiday so exciting is the chance to be whatever
we please. The person we .are is
disguised behind a costume of what
. we would like to be. Once the night
is over, the face paint is washed
away, the costume is taken off and
the mask is lowered to reveal once
again our true selves. Halloween
leaves us with a bag of sweet candy
and happy memories.
Many people try wearing a mask
every day of the year to be something they are not in an effort to :to
please everyone around them. Not
having the self-confidence to be the

person we really are leaves us feel~ ·
ing very empty inside, and living
life this way is not fun or healthy.
Hal lo ween is a lot of fun for one
·night, but playing this masquerade
year round becomes incredibly tiresome. Our true selves become lost
in a mixture of costumes and fake
appearances, soon leaving us with
nothing.

"Not having the
self-confidence to be
the person we really
are leaves us feeling
empty inside ..."
· Students come to college wearing a variety of masks. Some wear
the mask of attempting to please
their parents. Some wear the mask
of seeking riches. And many come
because college seems to be the
next step after high school. None
of these masks will work over time.
A student should want to attend

THE

college in order to become the per- ·
son they really are, not fo hide behind a mask. Masks really are not
needed. Who you really are. is
unique. · Revealing your special talents and strengths will prepare you
for your future.
True happiness stems from being th~ person you really are. It is
so important to make the most of
our learning experience at Xavier
by taking classes that may not always provide us with jobs that pay
the highest income, or careers that
appease our parents wishes and
dreams, but that support our inter"
ests and talents. By choosing the 1
path that brings about a sense of self
fulfillment, no masks will be
needed.
So have a wonderful Halloween. Dress up, go to costurrie parties, eat lots of candy and go trick
or treating. Just remember, when
the night is over and it is time to
take. off the costume, be prepared
to be yourself because that is what
brings about real satisfaction. Being yourself is much more rewarding than a few tootsie rolls and blow
pops.

LOVE

Some things can be expected to
happen every year at Xavier - a
Pig Roast, an early Spring Break
and some sort of altercation in the
North Avondale neighborhood.
Specifically in the. area of Dana,
Marion and Reading Avenues.
T)1is small region attracts attention every year from some sort of
criminal activity acted upcin a
Xavier student. During my time
here cars have been. broken into,
people assaulted, intimidation from
degenerative area residents and a
whole house emptied and vandalized during a break. Remember,
not !!Very incident is reported to XU
Police. I must admit the Friday,
Oct. 13 event was the first in recent history involving a gun.
Students will continue to complain and show displeasure to
Xavier, holding it responsible for
the dangers lurking in the dark. I
present a simple answer for those
North Avondale residents who
complain: Why do you live there?
There are much safer alternatives on· campus or in Norwood.
Don't claim ignorance on the
safety issue. Everyone who lives.

DOG

Wh.at to do .when your girlfriend steals your pants
Yes, we're back, ladies andI · cive to handling your responsibiligentlemen. Due to a minor vaca- ties. Therefore, she feelS the urge
tion stemming from the overwork to call you three times a day and
of my intellect, he who barks at the make sure you're going to class,
moon (no, not Ozzy Osborne) has taking your medication, watering
. returned to calm your fears and your plants, etc.
answer your ponderings·.
My bpttom-line feeling is this:
Today's question comes from In general, women are not as consomeone who fears his pants are trolling as men. So much of the
being stolen from him. He writes: control issue (see pants wearing) is
Dear Love Dog,
dictated by societal norms and exHow can I deal with my girl- pectations. Much of the responsifriend, who is obsessively control- bility in a relationship falls on the
ling? Better yet, why are women shoulders of the male b.ecause he is
just control freaks?
almost always expected to take
Oh yes, this question has a charge. ·
simple answer. Not! Look, asking
Is this right? Well, maybe not,
a question like this is kind of like but at the same time I don't think
asking how to deal with rainy women go into relationships exweather. They both depend on na- pecting to be in total control.
ture.
Persorially, I don't think it is
A woman. is either controlling right for either party to have this
because it's in her nature to be con- total control expectation. However,
trolling and in charge (which is not a woman will act more controlling
necessarily bad in all situations) or if she sees a lack of control on the
because she feels you are not liv- part of the guy.
ing your life in a manner conduIf the guy is in control of noth-

ing, the woman, being observant
This is a sticky subject. I'm sure
and smart, will step in and exert we'll see more of it in the future. I
some control. It is not that she remain, as always, the Love Dog.
wants to dictate his life to him, but
rather get him on some sort of track
heading in the right direction.
Questions for the Love Dog?
In order to have a successful rePining away for ~omeo!ze? Nasty
latio.nship, both parties must concase of the clap?Send your love
fri bute equally. If each party
queries to
handles their personal business
opednewswire@hoimail.com.
properly, merging the two into one
successful relationship will work
fine.
However, if one party is lacking
on the personal end, the other party
may attempt to exert more control
in order to maintain some semblance of homeostasis.
Basically, the guys that feel
women are obsessive control freaks
are the guys who can't handle their
own personal business ..
Remember, women want the
best for their men. A woman's
quasi-dictatorial action·s are only .
her attempt to make her man the
best he can be.

over there had spent a minimum of
one year at Xavi_er before choosing
residence and understand that region.
This is my second year as a resident of Norwood and !'have had no
problems. Sure, the police are more
likely to crash a party and give citations, but I and many people I know
have no problem sleeping at night
if the door is not locked. Students
walk hoine from the Woods, Dana's
or Center City safely after closing.
If you still must venture into the
dark hallows of North Avondale, be
smart.
Take the shuttle if possible. The
driver is in direct radio contact with
a dispatcher and does not leave until you have safely entered your final destination. If not, put forth a
strong effort to travel in larger numbers. Don't leave valuables in your
car and on your person at night.
Remember this when selecting
housing for next year. Sure it's a
fun place to live, but worth having
to watch your back at night? Being
a victim of your own stupidity
sucks. I know about it.
- Steve Bielecki
Class of 'OI
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Study A~road at the

l'

'l

j'
I

Ohio's Best Thrift

Sto)·~

Casa de la Solidaridad·

·VILLAGE
DISCOUNT OUTLET
• HOUSEWARES

in El ·Salvador·
A program of the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities (AJCU), the
University of Central America (UCA) in El Salvador, and ·Santa. Clara University

I
l

Learn in the context of marginal communities in San Salvador
Live in community with other students from across the US ·
Live simply in the context of a developing country
Live out your commitments to faith, peace, and justice
Nurture your spirituality with a focus on Ignatian spirituality
Improve 'your Spanish-speaking ability
Earn 15 semester credits ·
·
Travel to neighboring countries in Central America
B_ecome agents of change and advocates for a more humane world
·Courses ·Offered:
Spanish Language, Liberation Theology,
Salvadoran Literature, Field Placement, Salvadoran Society
Ecir more information contact:
Web .site: http:/(www.scu.edu/studyabroad/casa1.htm
email: tyonkerstalz@scu.edu; kyonkerstalz@scu.edu
Santa Clara University's International Studies Office
Phone: 408-554-.6940; Ea~: 408-554-2340

A Tremendous Selection of Name Brands
Thousands of New Arrivals Every Day!
·

3 ·of 4 med school
students who took a
commercial MCAT. prep
course took Kaplan~

; Shouldn't you?
Call today for a class sc~edule and to enroll!

1-ao·o-KAP·TEST
www.kaplan.com
'MCAT Is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges.
t199B Survey of medical students by Bruskln·Goldrlng Research.
For more details of the survey, check out our web sue at www.kaplan.com/mcat.
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Reasons Vihy

you should· stop

smoking.
10 ,other friends

inhale your seco:pd hand

.9 other things you could be

sm~ke •

spending-your$ on.

8 other ·things you could do with your hands·.

·7 body parts that
6 othe~ things

are affected by cigarettes.

you could be doing with your mouth.

5 out of'. 20 people will get lung cancer this year.

4 other things to worry about· while yo:u-' re in coll_ege •
.3_ other states that have banned smoking in ·public places.
2 ·other

things that s~ell as bad as a smoker's breath.

1 of these

reasons
shoUld be enough
to convince you.
.
'

This Ad was supported by Grant/Cooperative Agreement Number 99038 from the Centers of Disease Control and Prewntion (CDq. Its contents
are soley the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily ~resent the official views of the CDC.

·Call XU's Tobacco Risk Reduction Prograrfi at xl599 if you'd like to quit.

A
.

NOTE TO PARENTS/GUESTS:

The attractions in FearFest are
designed to be'frightenlng. As u
result, the event is not recommended
for children under 12 or for anyone
who docsn 't enjoy getting scared.

!' 1'7.
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BRIEFS

~-"
>Joe Angolia, Editor

XU. clinches A-10 Tourney·. spot

:>Sports Desk: 745-2878 .
>XUSPORTS@HOTMAIL.COM

·Giesting's two assists earn herA-10 Rookie-of-the-Week·
BY SEAN O'BRIEN

Basketball tickets

Asst. Sports Editor

Single-game tickets for the
men's basketball season went on
sale today at 10 a.m. The only
game not available to purchase
tickets for is the season opener
against Miami-Ohio on Nov. 18,
which is sold out.
There are numerous ways to
purchase tickets for this year's
·games. Tickets may be purchased at the Cintas Center
Ticket Office from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,.
Monday through Friday. Orders
may also be faxed to 513-7453063. You can obtain a ticket
order form on the Xavjer athletic
Web 'site at. www.. xu.edu/athletics.
Musketeer fans can also obtain' single-game tickets through
Ticketmaster by phone (513562-4949),
Internet
(www.ticketmaster.com) and at
all Ticketmaster outlets.
Single-game .ticket prices are
$18, $15 and $12 for regular season games.
Fans can cail 745-3411 for
ticket information .. Students get
in free with their student IDs.

With four games remaining on
their schedul(!, all at home,
Xavier's chances to advance to the
four team A-10 Championship
looked promising. With a victory
over Rhode Island, Xavier would
clinch a spot in the tournament that
they will play host to .on Nov. 3
-and Nov. 5. Defeating the Rams
would not be an easy task and
Xavier would have. to continue.
playing great soccer. The Rams
were coming in on a hot streak,
winning their last four games and
having been shutout only once on
the season. With a win, Xavier
would tie the all-time school record
for most consecutive wins and earn
that coveted spotin the A-10 Tournament.

Men's basketball
open house
Attention all Xavier students:
The 2000-2001 men's basketball
team will hold an inter-squad
scrimmage and open house next
Tuesday beginning at 5 p.m. in
the Cintas Center. Be there to
cat~h a first glimpse of this year's
team from the student section.
This event is open to Xavier
students onJy.

Men's team·
selects captains
Seniors Maurice Mc Afee and
Reggie Butler have been elected
as team captains of this year's
squad.
McAfee, who was a captain
last year as well, led the team in
many departments last season
including scoring ( 15. l ppg) and ·
in assists with 4.2 per game.
Butler has played in 50 games
over the last two seasons, starting 13 times.

Sen.ior nights
The men's soccer team will
have its "Senior Night" today as
they try to keep their A-10 Tournament hopes alive against Dayton. Game time is set for 7 p.n:i.
The women's soccer team will
pay tribute to their seniors this
Sunday, Oct. 29 when they take
on Virginia Tech at .1 p.m.

. Faculty/staff night
This Friday, Oct. 27, the
women's soccer team will play
George Washington at 7 p.m. at
Corcoran Field for "Xavier Faculty/Staff Family Night." All
Xavier faculty and staff members, as well as four family members or friends, receive free admission to the game.
-Sean O'Brien

· Tracey Veith scored a goal on yet
another assist from Giesting.
The two teams were tied at the
half and remained tied 1-1 to the
end of regulation. After-two overtime periods, they were still knotted at l apiece. The game ended in
a.tie.
"We did extremely well to come
· back after they scored .first. We
played well. We had our chances
to win but didn't come through. We
will probably see .them again in the
first round of the A-10 Tournament," said Quinn.

GIESTING REWARDED
For her play Giesting was named
as the A-10 Rookie-of-the-Week.
Giesting recorded assists in both
games. this weekend, putting her
second on the team with six and
third in points with six. Giesting
has played extremely well this seaXAVIER 2, RHODE ISLAND 0
son.
Last Friday night the Muske"It's not a surprise at all," said
teers faced a big game in terms of
Quinn. "She has a gr~at attitude and ·
seeding for the conference tournashe's a fighter. We're delighted to
ment. Xavier and Rhode Island
· have her here and we're looking
were both playing excellent socforward to her having an excellent
cer and the game proved just that.
career at Xavier."
In a tough-fought match, and a
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARA RICHTER
This was the second time
scoreless second half, Xavier held
Junior defender Liz Singer (right) has been a major contributor to
Giesting has earned A-10 rookie
on to win its ninth game in a row
the Musketeers' success this season.
. honors this season.
and shut out their eighth opponent
in the process. With this win, the of play Was .outstanding," said It was only the second time all seaUP NEXT
women's team tied the all-time Quinn of his team's victory over son that the Rams h.ad ·been shutXavier has two home games reXavier record with nine straight Rhode Island.
out Sophomore goalkeeper Megan
victories.
Unfor.tunately, the goal that Veith tied the school record for con- maining on their schedule. Friday
Wlien asked about tying the Coley scored against Rhode Island secutive shutouts with eight. With they will play host to George Washrecord, head coach Ron Quinn would prove to be the last. of her the win Xavier improved to 6-1 in ington at 7 p.m. On Sunday, they
simply said, "We don't pay atten- career at Xavier. Later in the game conference. and clinched a spot .i~ will close out their r~gular season
against non-conference foe Virginia
tion.to records or streaks. We go Coley suffered an injury. It was later the A-10 Tournament.
Tech.
out there and try to win every discovered Coley had torn her ACL,
Both games are important for the
game. I guess what it shows is that sidelining her for the rest ofthe seaXAVIER 1, UMASS 1 (20T)
the expectations prior to the sea- son. Coley is a tri-captain bf this
In the game on Sunday, the.Mus- Musketeers to win. Even with the.·
son were accurate. We were go- year's team and had started all 16 keteers faced another tough' oppo~ non~conference game on Sunday,
ing to be a very good team."
games. She scored five goals, had nent. UMass was coming off a 2-1 Xavier still would like to end the
Xavier's first goal came at the one assist and tallied up 11 points overtime Joss at the hands of Day- regular season with a win.
Also,. these games have become
25th minute mark when senior. on the season. · More importantly, ton on Friday and would look to
Erin Coley teamed up with fresh- her leadership and her presence in bounce back against the Muske- important in terms of playing without Coley: Losing a starter and a
man Nicole Giesting and scored the midfield are gone. Without a teers. .
.
her fifth goal on the season and her doubt she will be missed for the reUMass got on the board early, tri-captian is never a good thing.
third in as many games. Then at mainder of the seasori.
scoring the game's first goal at the How well the team c·an adjust to this
the 29th minute mark, freshman
"Erin's injurywas something we 11th minute mark. That goal was will be vital in terms of the A-10
Tracey Ke.nnedy scored her first didn't expect and we haven't had an the first Xavier had allowed in its Tournament.
goal of her career.
"V-Tech is a non-conference
opportunity to play without her in ·1ast nine game's and first in over 923
"Erin scored a great goal for that position really. There are a minutes of play. It also ended game but we still want to finish
us," said Quinn. "Kennedy's goal number of people that will look to Veith's streak of shutout victories strong and get ready for the A-10
came on a well placed ball in the take Erin's place. That will happen - one shy of the school record.
Tourname.nt," said Quinn.
upper right-hand corner. A very this week in practice," said Quinn.
Xavier fought back to even the
good goal."
The shutout victory marked score at the 34th minute mark when
"We played brilliantly, our level Xavier's eighth in a row of that kind. two freshmen teamed up for a goal.
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Wednesday, Oct. 25
•Men's soccer vs. Dayton
at7 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs.
Cincinnati

Friday, Oct. 27
•Men's soccer vs. George
Washington at 2 p.m.
•Volleyball vs. Temple
at 7 p.m.
•Women's soccer vs. George
Washington at 7 p~m.
•Men's tennis at the ITA
Championships

•Women's tennis vs. George
Washington

Saturday, Oct. 28 ·
•Rifle vs. Tennessee Tech
at9 a.m.
•Volleyball vs. La. Salle
at7 p.m.
•Men's tennis at the ITA
Championships
•Cross Country in Atlantic 1O
Championships
_
Sunday, Oct. 29
•Rifle hosts Walsh Match
at 8.a.m.

•

EVENT

Ui\!iiili !1Cir..

\*

1~

•Men's soccer vs .. Virginia Tech
at noon
•Women's soccer vs. Virginia
Tech at 1 p.m.
•Men's tennis at the !TA
Championships
•Men's golf in Georgetown
Hoya Invitational

Home soccer games take
.place at Corcoran Field.
Home volleyball matches take
place in the Cintas Center.
Home rifle matches take place
in the Armory.
Home games are in bold.

of the

WEEK
VOLLEYBALL VS. TEMPLE

7 p.m. Friday at
the Cintas Center.
Temple, the A- lO's
frontrunner with an unblemished 9-Q record, comes to
the Cintas Center Friday
night looking to hand the
Muskies another conference
Joss. ·The Musketeers will
look to avenge the sweep
they received from the Owls
back on Sept. 30.,
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Muskies drop two more
UMass, URI hand Xavier close losses on road·
BY PETE DOWIATT

~h~i;I~i~~1:;~~~g§tr;.i"ff~~!fi1f~~tt~~;

Sports Writer

Xavier men's soccer travelled to
the Northeast this pa.st weekend to
take on two of this season's elite A10 teams: After winning their last
three games, the .Musketeers had
hopes of continuing their streak and
making it into th_e A-10 Chajllpion-.
ships. Unfortunately, they returned
home disappointed after losing two
closely contested matches.

RHODE ISLAND 2, XAVIER 1
The Muskies first faced off
against No. 19 ranked Rhode Island. URI was coming off a 1-0
overtime loss to UMass. Rhode Island got on the board first 31 minutes into the first half. This lead
would hold through· halftime, as·
~avier was only able to get off four
shots in the first half.
In the 50th minute, junior Logan Wallace evened up the game by
scoring on an unassisted breakaway
goal. With 10 minutes left in reg,ulation, sophomore defender Scott
Hutchinson was ejected after receiving two ·yellow cards. Playing.
a man up, the Rams had several
chances in the final 10 minutes, but
were unable to convert. The game
was tied 1-1 at the end of regulatibn, and also at the end of the first
overtime.
Early in the second overtime
period, URI was awarded a penalty
as a result of a Xavier foul. Senior

·,~ct his :entireq\fe, \Vhi le J)iilqnQ,as . ··faultS;•l.'Jf )\l~t?h Tys()nfightan)'.·:

t,~~~l~t~til;;\t~iW!
f~~~!i~ii
;this
clj?•onofthe
•e=,nd:~\'~T"?W~;weoght

wOrJd,

Mt~-

.{N~~~~iti .~.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Senior co-captain Koen Kuiken, who has been injured. for part of
_the year, ha·s been l~mited to just two points this season. ·
to 4-11 (4-4 in the A-10), and
UMass improved tol0-5-2 (6-1-1).
"Both were very evenly
matched games, and the team is
still doing well," said Hermans.
"I'm pleased with how the kids are
doing," he emphasized.
Tonight, Xavier plays host to
rival Dayton: The Flyers are atop
UMASS 1,XAVIER 0
the A- IO standings, and this game
Following the loss to Rhode Is- is a must win if the Muskies hope
land, the Musketeers faced Massa- to make it to the playoffs. "It will
chiisetts. The game was "definitely be a heated match," H.ermans
competitive," as head coach Jack noted. Xavier's season comes
Hermans said.
down to its final two games.
The Muskies were - able to
Mathematically, it is possible·
outshoot UMass 7-5 in the first half, for Xavier to make it to the conferbut could not find the back of the ence tournament. The Muskies
net. The score was tied 0-0 at half- must win their last two conference
time.
games to attain a 6-4 conference
The Minutem~n scored the · record, while both Duquesne and
ga111e's lone goal late in the second George Washington must lose both
. half. This game-winning goal came their final conference games. The
off a corner kick at the 76:48 mark. key matchup is on Friday, when the
Xavier had only one shot in the Musketeers take on GW.
second half. Wesseling picked up
four saves. Xavier's record dropped
keeper Paul Wesseling was unable
to make the save; and.the Rams won
the game 2-1.
Xavier was outshot 19-7 in the
effort. Wesseling had 10 saves in
107 minutes of play. The loss
brought Xavier's record to 4-10,
while URI improved to ll .5-1.

Xavier sports wrap: Rifle sets three school records
----'B=-Y.::....:..::Mc:::l¥....:.:IT:...:-..:M=IL::.::L==E:.:.:R=----' all .four shooters. Sophomore
Sports Writer
Thrine Kane led Xavier with a score
of
1,166. Fitzgibbon and junior
RIFLE: The Musketeers finDanielle
Langfield recorded scores
ished first in the 10-team MARCt
of
1,164,
while senior Shari Jedinak
OVC Shootout at Xavier's Walsh
finished
with
an 1,162. That school
Memorial Rifle Range while setting·
record had been set back in 1993 by
three school records.
Xavier recorded a composite another Jason Parker-led team.
The rifle team hopes to continue
score of 6,204, setting a school
record and winning first place by their winning ways on Saturday at
eight points over Kentucky. The home when. Tennessee Tech visits
previous school record; a score of for a 9 a.m. match. Then, on Sun6,195, had been set in October of day, the Walsh Rifle Match, the larg1994 by a team led by 2000 Olym- . est indoor rifle match in the nation,
gets underway.
·
pian Jason Parker.
Parker's other school records
CROSS COUNTRY: The
also fell as sophomore Joe women's team was led by freshman
Fitzgibbon scored a 389 in the 40 Molly Krumpelbeck, who ran an
shots standing, beating Parker's 388 impressive 19:51 for SK to finish
that he also set in October of 1994. ·. 12th on Friday in the Queen City
Fitzgibbon 's score gave XU a score Invitational at the Mount Airy Forof 4,656 in the smallbore competi~ ,est. Her strong run earned her A-10
tion, another school record.
Rookie-of-the-Week. Freshman
The smallbore record was estab- Patty Green ran a 20: 14 to place
lished thanks to strong efforts from 18th, and fellow freshman Claire

Beck finished 21st with a time of
20:io, helping Xavier to finish fifth
in the women's competition.
Sophomore Josh Masters' 24th
place finish on Friday helped the ·
men's cross country team to an
eighth place fini~h at the Queen
City Invitational. Masters ran a
time of27:26 over SK, while freshman Matt Graham ran a 27:33 to
finish in 28th place.
The Xavier men's and women's
cross country teams will now prepare for the Atlantic 10 Conference
Championships this Saturday in
Pittsburgh.
SWIMMING: The men's
team opened its season at Eastern
Illinois with a 133-72 loss, but did
have several promising performances.
.
I.
Freshman Kevin Hartman won,
the 200 breastroke with a time of
2: 19.09, while junior captain Geoff
Brown finished first with a time of

team. In singles action, senior
10:23.73 in the 1,000 freestyle.
The women's swimming team "Tracie Fraunfelder advanced to the
also fell to the Panthers by a score semifinal round of the C Flight
of l 17-87, but three freshmen picked while Nafziger lost her first match
up victories in their inaugural colle- in D Flight, but rallied to advance
giate races. Angie Hinrichs just to the consolation finals.
missed a school record in the 200
The women wrap up their fall
freestyle with a time of 1:58A3. season with home matches this
Heather Greidanus' 2: 15.69 in the week against Cincinnati on
200 backstroke and a 10:57 .02 by Wednesday and George WashingElizabeth Vernon in the J,000 ton on Friday.
freestyle were also good enough for
GOLF:· The women's golf
first place finishes.
·
team was in action Monday and
The Xavier swim team is idle Tuesday in the Great Smokies Coluntil Nov. 3 when they begin their legiate Championship at Western
home schedule against the Univer- Carolina University.
sity of Louisville.
The men's golf team next comTENNIS: The women's team petes on Oct. 29-30 in the
competed this past weekend with 11 Georgetown Hoya Invitational in
other teams in the Louisville Invita- Leesburg, Virginia, agai~st Penn
tional.
State, Eastern Michigan, Delaware
Junior Beth Abraham and sopho- and Villanova, among others.
more Maggie Nafziger led the Musketeers with an 8-6 doubles flight
win over the East Tennesse State
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Volleyball tops UMass in five, sweeps URI
Bachus earns A-10 Player-of-the-Week, posts double-doubles ln wins
·

BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

The volleyball team managed to
keep pace with Atlantic 10 conference frontrunners Temple and
Georgetown by knocking off Massachusetts and Rhode Island on the
road this past weekend. .
The Musketeers, 16-6 overall
and 8-2 in.conference play, ran their
winning streak to five matches in
sweeping the Rams arid edging out
the Minutewomen.
JuniorSara Bachus was named
the A-10 Player-of-the-Week after
posting double-doubles in both of ·
the Musketeers' wins. '
Against UMass, Bachus recorded 23 kills, including the gamewinner in the fifth match, and· 15
digs.
Thefollowing night, Bachus tallied 16 kills, 10 digs and a careerhigh .696 hitting percentage.
"She deserved it She played .
solid volleyball all week including
the war againstUMass," said head
coach Floyd Deaton .....I mean, 16
kii'ls on 23 attempts with no errors
is just incredible." ·
Bachus leads the conference
with a .394 hitting percentage. She
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARA RICHTER
is also just 48 kills away from toJunior Jill Hampton recorded a 21-kill, 26~dig double-double in
taling 1,000 career kills.
the team's five-game win over UMass.
XAVIER DEFS. UMASS
·made the Muskies work for every
{15-10, 11-15, 15-17,
point.
15-9, 15-11 )
A 15-10 game one victory gave
In the two teams' first meeting Xavier the early advantage. It didn't
back on Sept. 23, the Musketeers last long th9ugh, as UMass
needed five games to defeat the retalliated with a 15-11 win in tlie
upstart. Minutewomen. In that second installment.
match, XU took the first two games,
The Minutewomen then edged
including a 15-0 game one victory, out a 17-15 victory in the third
but was unable to finish the job.
game to push Xavier to the edge.
Things didn't come any easier
On the verge of elimination, the
.the second time around, as UMass Musketeers refused to go down,
stayed close the entire match and rallying for a 15-9 victory in game

Singers
Singer/Da~cers

Musicians
DJ.'s
PEANUTS™
Costume
Characters

Minimum Age 18
For audition sites or
Information contact:
Cedar Point
Live Entertainment
One Cedar Point Drive
Sandusky, OH
'

Costume ShoP. .
Personnel
Stage Managers
Technicians

44870-5259
(419) 627-2390

cedarpoint.com

Assistant
Choreographer

four.~ With

the momentum shifted
in their direction, Xavier capitalized
in the fifth game, taking the match
with a 15-11 win.,
The Musketeers benefitted in the
fifth game from the Minutewomen
compiling a .000 hitting percentage
(six kills and six errors on 24 attempts).
"Going in, we knew we were
going to be in for a war, and that's
exactly what it was. It's a very tough
place to play," said Deaton.

Five Musketeers, including that," said Deaton. "It's down to
· Bachus, recorded double-doubles crunch time and every match means
in the win.
a ton. If we win, we gain. on the
Sophomore Katey Wygant tal- leaders, 1.osing means we fall back
._
lied 14 kills and a career-high 16 into the pack."
digs. Senior Tami Ores dished out
The Musketeers have a tough
64 assists to go with 17 digs.
test ahead asthey welcome La Salle
"Tami is really doing· a better job and conference-leading Temple to
for us of understanding our offense the Cintas Center thi.s weekend.
and putting our players in position
The Owls, undefeated in conferto attack their weak spots," said ence .Play, account for one of the
Deaton.
Muskies' two A-10 losses on the
JuniorJill Hampton· put i.Jp some season. I~ fact, Temple swept the
rather large numbers in the win, fin 7 Musketeers in the team's prior
ishing with 2.1 kills and 26 c;ligs.
meeting on Sept. 30.
"Jill has been able to keep· her
"Temple is number one in the
head on her shoulders and work her conference and undefeated, what
way out of her stru'ggles this year, .else can you really say about
instead ofjust getting frustrated," . them?" said Deaton. "We have to
said Deaton. "She is letting the control our own destiny. We want
game come to her and not forcing to be in the conference tournament.
We don't care where, we just want
it."
°Junior Amanda Lang closed out to be there."
Deaton figures· the team needs
the group with a 10-kill, 12-dig performance. Senior Gina GeraCi "four more wins for sure to get in,"
and he believe.s increased fan supadded 13 digs in the win.
port will help his team's efforts.
"The students absolutely make
·XAVIER DEF$. RHODE ISLAND
a difference. The girls notice and it
(15-13, 15-8, 15-9}
The team looked to close out ·brings their level of play up," said
their trip with a win over the 4-14 Deaton. "We need the students to
come and get a~ crazy as they
(3-7 in A-10 play) Rams.
Though URI put up a strong want."
fight in the first game, losing 1315, the Musketeers had little trouble
in sweeping the flailing Rams for
the second time on the season (the
first coming on Sept. 22), taking the
next two games, 15-8 and 15-9, respectively.
Hampton notched her ninth
doublecdouble of the season in the
win, putting together an 11-kill, 12dig performance. Wygant chipped
in 12 kills and Ores finished with
48 assists and eight digs.
"The girls played well this weekend. Very consistent and we needed
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HOUSES FOR RENT!
2001 - 2002 SCHOOL YEAR

XU Career Services presents the Second Annual

Professional Etiquette

oo

0

Sem,in<ir & Dinner
.

.

.

-

· \iVednesday, November

8th

5 :30-8:00 p.m.

1, 2, AND 3

BEDROOMS
FURNISHED
UNITS

Seminar Topics Include: Nine Key Rules of Business Dining,
When to Begin Talking .Business during a Meal, Seating Etiquette,
Napkin Etiquette, The Art of Eating Bread and Rolls, How to Hold
Utensils, How to Handle Difficult to Eat Foods, and more!

CALL 772-0909

Tickets are ·$12. and can be- pUfchased
·Monday-Friday during normal business hours at:
Career Service~ Center, O'Con11orSports Center
Ticket Sales End:. Friday, November
3 at Noon
.
.

PROFESSIONAL DRESS RE.QUIRED!
Sponsored by:

Xavier Career Services, Xavier W~llness Team,
Student Services, Williams College of Business,
and Residence Life
.

.

For
. More Information call C~reer Services at: 745-3141
.

.

Downing ScholarshiP.
for Xavier business students
• Receive a scholarship of $2,000 per semester for
.three·semesters
• Work on a research project with a business professor
• Team up with a business mentor

To be eligible for the Downing-Scholarship,
. you must:
• be a business student
be a junior (55+ hours) .
• .have 3 semesters re1p.aining at Xavier
• be a student in good standing, 2.000 GPA or
above

. e
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Get Ready For
'lour Most
Refreshing Course
Coca-Cola Company is looking for a stuctent rep
on this campus. It's a great Job with a great
company on a great campus.
To be a Coca-Cola Campus Marketing Manager.
you must be a full-time student and be totally
tuned .in to all aspects of campus life.
You'll need good marketing skills. as well as strong
· organizational abilities. You'll be ca~led on to identify

.For an application or more information, contact:

market:ing- opportunities and to present..sell. and

Ms. Cindy Stockwell, Williams College of Business
WCB Building, 2nd Floor. Tel: 745-3131

promote Coca-Cola brands· on campus.

Deadline for applications is.November 6.

.If you're up to the challenge and are.
Looking for 'real world exper:ience. visit us at
www.edventurepartners com/cmm for . all the details

.

job requirements and application procedures.·

Great
Drin~. J b
· · ~rea.. o .
Each ~ 11\arkottno M._- \I/Ill bo 0!!'4lloyod by tho local Coc...coia boltlor, \l/f'lch Is an oqua1. opportl.lllty
0!!'4lloyor.

tr-..•

D1999-Tho Coca-Cola Company. "Coca-Cola," tho Dynamic Ribbon dOvfco, tho ContOU" Bottlo dOSlgn, tho Rod
of The Coca-Cola Company.

Icon ro rOQlstorod
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BRIEFS
Mike Kohlbecker, Editor ·
Diversions Desk: 745-2878

xudivels@hotmail.com
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'Rocky Horror' like ne.ver before
WITNESS 'THE ROCKY HORRORPICTURE SHOW' IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT THANKS TO DVD

Broadway
BY MICHAEL RIESENBECK
. to color as Brad and Janet en- .
Oct. 24 - 29, the Aronoff Cen.
Co111rib11ti11g
Writer
ter the castle and watch the
ter for the Arts presents
It's
time
to
"do
the
Time
Warp
"Time Warp." This version
Riverdance. There will be eight
again"
because
"The
Rocky
Horror
provides a wonderful contrast
. performances only. Tickets are
Picture
Show"
is
back
and
better
than
of
the world of Brad and Janet
on sale now.
ever.Tocommenioratethefilm's25th
to
the world of the
Riverdance·is a celebration of
anniversary,
20th
Century
Fox
has
reTransylvanians
inside the
Irish music, song and dance,
leased
a
spectacular
two
disc
special
castle.
which focuses on the evolution
This third version is not
oflrish dance, as well as its simi- DVD edition of the film that is sure to
knock
the
garter
belts
off
of
die
hard
listed
on the back of the packlariqes with, and influences on,
fans.
age,
and
access to it is hidden.
other cultures.
"The
Rocky
Horror
Picture
Show"
in
the
main
menu. To watch
Tickets can be purchased at
·is
a
strange
film,
but
even
stranger
is
it,
click
down
to "scene selecthe Broadway Series Ticket Ofthe
film's
pop.ularity.
When
first
retions"
with
your
remote, and
fice downtown· in the Mercantile
leased
in
1975,
the
film
was
a
flop.
then
click
to
the
left.
A pair of
Center (120 E. 4th St.), the
Only
aftertheaters
began
showing
the
white
lips
will
appear,
an,d
Aronoff Center and Music Hall
film
at
midnight
did
the
film
catch
on
upon
clicking
on
them
you
box offices and all Ticketmaster
will be taken to an introducoutlets, including most Thrift- with audiences.
Kids who identified with the out- tion screen for the "Wizard of
way.stores.
Tickets may be charged by casts in the film began singing along Oz" version, and will be al;>le
calling Ticketmaster at 241- and participating with numerous to play it from there.
The video quality is excel7469 or online at www.ticket- scenes in the film .. The. participation
became
a
regular
occurrence,
with
lent
for a 25 year-old film. Dr.·
master.com.
For more information, call the audience members dressing. up like Frank-N-Furter's mansion has
Broadway Series office at 241- their favorite characters and bringing never looked so good. The
props to the theater to enhance the outrageous colors shine
2345.
"Rocky Horror" experience.
through on the DVD. The print
The film gained. a huge cult fol- of the film is very 'clean, proOn Oct. 26, at 7:30 p:m., the lowing, and 25 years after its original viding a very sharp image.
Taft Museum presents Personal- release is still playing at selected the- While not the best DVD trans{ty and Place: Great Houses of aters, holding down that midnight ferout there, "The Rocky Hortime slot.
ror Picture Show" has never
the English Midlands.
"Rocky Horror" is considered by looked so good.
Take an insider's look inside
Along with cleaning up the imsome of Great Britain's great many to be the worst film ever made,
but
many
people
have
seen
it
hunage
quality, Fox has provided a
country houses when the Taft
dreds
of
times
and
just
can't
seem
to
brand
new Dolby Digital 5.1 mix
Museum of Art and Royal Oak
get
enough.
Whether
you
like
the
film
.
of
the
film.
This new mix serves to
Foundation present the slide lec\
or
not,
it
is
tough
to
~eny
the
energy
_enhance
the
numerous musical
ture by Andrew Barber, historic
and
appeal
of
the
rock
and
roll
numbers
throughout
the film. The
buildings representative for the
soundtrack.
original
mono
mix
is
included as
East Midland Region of the NaWatching
"The
Rocky
Horror
Piewell.
It's
nice
to
be
able
to hear the
tional Trust of England, Wales
isn't
quite
film
in
its
original
form,
but
the new
ture
Show"
on
home
video
and Northemireland.
the
same
as
the
late
night
theater
ex.
5.1
rriix
packs
quite
a
punch.
This talk is $5. RSVP reThe audio/video quality is wonquired. For more information, . perience, but this new DVD edition
does
an
excellent
job
keeping
up
the
derful,
but what makes this set recall 241-0343, ext. 15.
spirit of the film,
ally special is
giving fans plenty
the plethora of
of opportunity to
extra features
On Oct. 28 from 1:30 - 3:30 have fun with
that have been
p.m. and Oct 29 from 2 - 4 p.m., "Rocky Horror"
included.
The Taft Museum presents The once again.
If you are a
Legend of Sleepy Hollow.
Disc 1 of the
Rocky Horror
This performance will take DVD set features
"virgin" Fox
place in the Music Room at The not one, but three
has included
Taft Museum of Art. The perfor- different versions
some great exmance is appropriate for audi- of the film. The
tras on Disc l
ences ages three to adult and is first is the U.S. verthat will help
free with museum admission.
sion that most
you fit in to the
RSVP required as seating is people have seen
participation
limited. For more information, before.
experience.
call 241-0343, ext. 24.
The second is the U.K. version,
First up is an audio commentary
which includes the "Superheroes" with creator Richard O'Brien (who
musical number at the end of the film, also played Riff Raft) and actress
Oct. 31 - Nov. 5, the Fifth Third changing the tone of the film.
Patricia Quinn (Magenta). The two
The tliird version is a crazy hom- friends reminisce about their expeBank Broadway Series presents
age of "The Wizard of Oz." Originally, rience working on the film, and tell
Annie.
Annie, America's most be- creator Richard O'Brien wanted the some great stories about the pro· loved musical, opens at first 20 minutes or so of the film to duction. They seem to be conversCincinnati's Aronoff Center for appear in black and white, and switch ing more with each other than talkeight performances only.
Tickets are on sale now. For
tickets, call Ticketmaster at 2417469. For more information, call
the Broadway Series Office at
The following discs are.due for release on or before Oct. 24 ...
241-2345.
.

Taft museum

Taft museum ·

Broadway II

New Releases

Art museum
Now through Oct. 31, the Cincinnati Art Museum presents a
special exhibition of The Big Pig
Gig.
Come see the eight pigs on
view throughout the galleries.
For more information, call
639-2954.

Original Soundtrack, Dawson's Creek Vol. 2 (Columbia) ... Christina
My Kind of Christmas (RCA) ... Nelly Furtado, Whoa Nelly
(Dream Works) ... Sammy Hagar, Ten Jj (Beyond) ... Hootie & the Blowfish, Scattered, Smothered and Covered (Atlantic) ... Patti Labelle, Wizen
a Woman Loves (MCA) ... Shawn Mullins, Beneath the Velvet Sun (Columbia) ... Samantha Mumba, Gotta Tell You (lnterscope) ... Pennywise, Live
·
at the Key Club (Epitaph) ...
... all dates are tentative.

COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

ing to the audience, but the track is that most of the cast had fun makcertainly worth a listen.
ing the film, and look back fondly
The next set of extras will make on it today. A treat in this section is
it seem like you're watching one of a tour of Frank's castle with Richthose late night theater screenings ard O'Brien. He even does solo
of "The Rocky Horror Picture acoustic versions of some classic
Show" instead of sitting at home.
"Rocky" songs!
Fox has included a "multi-view
Also in the VHl section is the
theater experience" which when "Pop Up Video" for the Meatloaf
activated will make a pair of lips song "Hot Patootie."
appear on the screen as you watch
A "making of' documentary is
the film.· Pressing "enter" at that also included. Running 36 minutes,
moment will take you to footage of the "Rocky Horror Double Feature
a Rocl<y crowd acting out scenes Video Show" features more great
in the theater.
interviews with the cast and crew.
Another extra called "participaIf that wasn't enough, alternate
.tion prompter" will alert yo.u (via versions of several scenes ( 11 in all)
subtitles) when to use the varibus are also on display as well as an
props that everyone takes. to the alternate credit and misprint endtheater.
ing for the film.
Finally on Disc 1 is an alternate
Rounding out this massive colaudio track called "audience par- lection of extras are the typical theticipation" which will allow you atrical trailers and cast and crew
to hear another Rocky crowd shout- information. The extras on Discs 1
ing things back, along with the and 2 are quite impressive, and
movie. The features on Disc 1 . should provide hours of fun for you
should bring the Rocky theater ex- "Rocky" fans out there.
perience to the comfort of your own
If you're looking for something
home.
fun to do this Halloween, call up
The extras on Disc 1 would have some friends, get into costume and
been enough for most fans, but Fox get ready to experience "The
didn't stop there. Disc 2 is devoted Rocky Horror Picture Show" on
entirely to more extra features.
DVD. It should be a fun (if not
A section called "Rocky on strange) evening!
VH l" contains interviews wiih the
cast, which were recorded for the
show "Behind the Music.1o It seems
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Thursday, Oct. 26

Thursday, Oct. 26

Project logic Feat. DJ Logic
@ Barrelhouse Brewing Co.

X-Impossibles
@ Southgate House

Thursday, Oct. 26

A New Found Glory
w/FenixTX
w/ Good Charlotte
w/Lefty
@Bogart's

AguU~ra,

Amen
w/GWAR
w/ Lamb of God
@Bogart's

Friday, Oct. 27
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'Blair Witch 2' regresses to mainstream
WHY CAN'T HOLLYWOOD JUST LEAVE WELL ENOUGH ALONE?
leased. We meet people who a tour of the locations familiar to
have capitalized on the fer- the Blair Witch mythos.
His clients are Stephen (Turner)
The backlash against the first . vor of Blair Witch fans; sell"Blair Witch Project" has always ing stick-men and rocks from and Tristen (Skylar), a couple writbeen a puzzlement. Yes, it ·was their backyard to gullible tour- ing a book about the Blair Witch;
overhyped, and no film, no matter ists,· anq others who would Erica (Leerhsen), a Wiccan who
how ground breaking, could have rather have all these loons wants to commune with the witch;
and Kim (Director), a dour goth
out of their quiet little town.
lived up to all the hoopla.
Unfortunately, the niovie imme- who occasionally displays odd
But underneath it all, "The Blair
Witch Project" was an excellent diately takes a wrong turn when it psychic powers.
The five visit the remains of the
film. It's a shame that movie-goers, introduces us to the main charachouse of Rustin Parr, the deranged
used to the "show everything" men- ters.
After this man who murdered children in his
tality that most
current horror
point, noth- secluded cabin, and have a wild
, ing
movies aghere
. as night of drinking and partying.
When they wake up the next
amusing or
to; were unwi.11ing or unable to
even as in- . mor~ing, they find their cameras
bring a· little bit
teresting smas~ed, th,eir campsite destroyed
of imagination
as
the and no memory of what happened
. into the experiopening to them that night. The videotapes,
sequence however, have survived, and so the
ence.
will grace group scruti.nizes. the videos to deIt can be said
fairly certainly,
the screen termine what happened. As. they
however, that
during this do, they begin to realize that they
there will be no
film's mis- have brought back "something"
backlash against
erable run. from the woods with them.
"Book of Shadows~· delights in
"Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2."
Like BW 1, the main charFor that to happen, some people acters go by the actors' real showing us every bloody detail of
would have had to enjoy the movie names .in this film. Unlike what happens to some of this group
BWl, however, you won't and to others. Be prepared to see
beforehan~. Given the final prod·.
I
uct, it's most likely that these care enough about these gallons of fake blood and plenty of
people will be few and far between. characters to remember their names rubber knives.
In doing this, BW2 crudely reThe only part of this film worth after you leave the theater.
The leader of the group is Jef- moves what made BW 1 so effecwatching comes in th~ first five
minutes, where we see what has frey (Donovan), a focal to tive: the scariest part was that we
happened in the town of Burkittesville who has capitalized didn't know what happened to
Burkittesville, Md., since "The on the Blair Witch phenomenon by Josh, Mike and Heather in the
·Blair Witch Project" has been re- setting. up the "Blair Witch Hunt," first film, and. we had to fill in ·

BY JOEL BOUTIERE
Contributing Writer
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PHOTO COUR}'ESY OF ARTISAN ENTERTAINMENT

Four adventurous individuals explore Burkitsville, Maryland in "Blair Witch
2: Book of Shadows."
the details with our own minds.
BW2 makes the mistake most
Hollywood horror films make: mistaking "disgusting" for "scary." In
a sense, this movie isn't "Blair
Witch 2.~· but "I Know What You
Did in the Woods Last Summer."
The characters have no personalities other than broad caricatures
(goth chick, Wiccan, etc.) and exist
only to be killed off.·
This movie even takes the fun
out of guessing who will end up
<lead by revealing, through certain
scenes, who is going to make it out
aliVe and who isn.'t.
Ultimately, "Book of Shad-

V I E

ows" is a shallow film experience.
(Even the tide is a sham; anyone
who can· actually find a "Book of
Shadows~· fo this film gets a shiny
penny as a prize.)
If you want to watch a really
scary film for Halloween, go find
the movie which was named after
the holiday-a horror movie that
is both suspenseful and intelligent.
The only reason to see "Book of
Shadows" is to hear the last line,
which sums up the experience of
watching BW2 perfectly: "This is
f. bs." (Use your imagination.)

W

'Ladies Man' works his charm
THIS LATEST 'SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE' MOVIE NARROWLY AVOIDS 'IT'S PAT' STATUS
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
Diversions Editor

Here we go again, another fulllength film inspired by a "Saturday Night Live" sketch. These unfortunate endeavors rarely amount
to anything worthy of an hour and
a half of viewing. Audiences are
still trying to _cleanse their minds
from such horrid memories as
"Stuart Saves his Family,'' and "It's
Pat!"
Now, some of these SNL inspired1
films do alright. Classics such as
"Wayne's World" come to mind.
When Paramount released "The
Ladies Man," it was up in the air as
to whether or
not it would
land in the
"crap" bin with
awful adaptations
like
"Coneheads."
On the plus
side, "The La. dies Man" features a strong
actor and a
hysterical character. The problem lies in developing a script that can hold the
attention for an hour and a half.
"The Ladies Man" is Leon
Phelps (Tim Meadows), who hosts
a radio program in Chicago. His
call-in show is committed to helping the romantically hopeless by

employing Leon's unparalleled
expertise in the art of lqve (this
"unparalleled expertise" _rarely
amounts to little more than comi- 'cal off-color suggestions and advice).
To say that Leon has a way with
the ladies is an understatement.
This guy gets around like a record.
His smooth talking and absurd
pickup lines have made him possibly the most sexually active man
in the Windy City.
tt was only a matter of time before it caught up with him.
One day, Leon narrowly escapes
getting caught "entertaining"
s om eon e's
wife. Nevert h e I e s s ,
B arney, the
husband ,
catches
a
glimpse of the
naked · Leon
fleeing
the
scene. On the
edge of a nervous breakdown, he joins
support
a
group for all
those who have been disgraced by
the Ladies Man. They share a com. m<?n goal - revenge (think John
Wayne Bobbit).
As ·if that's not bad enough,
Leon's inability to resist vulgarity
leads the FCC to caned his radio

program. Julie, his producer,
searches for more work with him,
but Leon's tasteless tendencies
make that option out of the question.
Hunted and out of a job, Leon .
has one last chance. This glimmer ·
of hope comes in the form of a letter from a wealthy "sweet thing"
inviting him to run away with her.
One problem though - Leon has
no clue who it is from.
The search is on! Armed with
his enormous black book, the Ladies Man is intent on finding this
woman, even if it means revisiting
every woman he has ever had relations with. That is, ifthe angry mob
doesn't find him first.
·
"The Ladies Man" is impressively above average for an SNL sketch-turned movie._ This is in part
because Tim Meadows' lead charPHOTO COURTEST OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
acter is capable of carrying the entire film.
Leon, ''The Ladies Man," Phelps {lim Meadows) offers advice via radio.
With the exception of Will
Farrel's in the closet Ladies Man to capitalize on the interactions and a few laugh out loud moments.
hater, the slew of supporting actors with women that is the. main ap- Be su're to hang onto your chair as
peal of the sketches.
Leon engages Julie's ex-fiance in a
... well, aren't too supportive.
Karyn Parson is little more than
The shining moment, and pos- "bar food eating" contest.
All in all, "The Ladies Man" is a
a pretty face as Leon's. producer.· sibly the only one for the supportConversely Jill Talley's Candy, be- ing actors, is the random musical good film ~or those in search of lowing a gross and pathetic middle-. number. It features the Ladies Man brow humor who are not easily ofaged woman, is little more than an haters pursuing the fight a la "West fended by off-color sexual jokes'.
ugly face. Had Leon Phelps' smooth Side Story." Though seemingly Oh, and for all you Don Juans out
talking tasteless humor grown·old, absurd at first, it blpssoms into a there, "The Ladies Man" is not a
the film would be in big trouble.
laugh-out-loud spectacle.
good date movie. See it with some
The story is strong as well.
As for the laughs in the rest of friends.
Though simple, it allows Meadows the movie, there are many smiles
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Twilight Sirigers sparkle
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CINCINNATI NATIVES DO WELL, DESPITE A POOR SOUND.SYSTEM
Also on the set were two former
members of Cincinnati's now defunct Royal Crescent Mob (their
presence made me wonder why the
band ever broke up in the first
place).
Even though Dulli and
Chichester were the.only two musicians present who worked on the
Twilight album, the band sounded
as if they had played together for
years.
As always, Dulli 's vocals and his
guitar went predominantly
unmonitored, though this tactic did
not go over as smoothly as it does
when the Afghan Whigs are play-.
ing together.
· .·
. Since this show is a side project,
over which he has foll control, it
was fitting for the evening.
Predictably, the set list consisted
primarily of songs from the. Twilight album. However at leas·t one
Howlin Maggie song was played,
with three Afghan Whigs songs
mixed into the set list.
· While the.Twilight album is
heavily dominated _by an acoustic
guitar sound, the. show on Sunday
filled with electric guitars. This at
times stole from the beat orientation of the album, opting for the
traditional sound of a bar band.

BY TIM HUBBARD
Contributing Writer

Let me begin by saying that I
always thought Sudsy Malone's
was the worst place in the world to
see a show.
On Sunday night I found out
that I was wrong - Top Cat's i~ the
worst. Unfortunately this is where
the Twilight Singers played their
on.e anc! only Cincinnati date.
As a side project of Greg Dulli 's
(Afghan Whigs), the band is not
embarking on a long touring schedule. It is· truly unfortunate this show
could not have been scheduled at a
.better venue. It is hard to enjoy a
·show when there is no room to
mo.ve and even less room to
breathe.·.
. Yet I do have to admit that the
band's· skill and ability to get the
crowd involved did at times over
take the fate suffered by all small
venues: horrible sound.
For those involved in the music
scene around Cincinnati, the show
was a reunion of sorts, with Dulli
leading an all-star cast of musicians.
The most notable was Harold
Chichester, whose haunting background vocals created a lot of anticipation for the next Howlin
Maggie release.

Undoubte_dly, however, this did
not stop the crowd from singing
along to favorites like "Annie Mae"
and "Last Temptation." From the
very start of the show the Twilight
Singers had the crowd'.s attention
when· they broke into. the first cut
off the album, "The Twilight Kid."
The energy of .the band and the
audience peaked a little past the
half point of the night, when Dulli
decHcated Afghan Whigs song
"Crazy" to friend and bandmate
John Curly, who was also in attendance.
In all the show clocked in at just
an hour and 15 minutes, ine.luding
the encore, which was a stripped
down version of the song "Black
Love'; (from the Afghan Whigs
1995 relel,lse Black Love) played
onl)': by Dulli (who used the piano
as his sole instrument).
While it was great to hear the
songs from Twilight played live, it
was hard to escape the horrible
sound.
·
In the future, hopefully the band
will play a larger venue, one that is
more suitable for thefr sound.

CROSSWORD

The Sea and Cake
dui
(Thrill Jockey Records)

a unique sound;
a great album

U
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Unless you are running an opium
den, the album is a little to.o met~
low t~ be play'ed around large
groups of people i'n one confined
area, but that does not mean it isri't
an important listen.
The Sea And Cake have a
unique. sound which can only be
understood once it is heard. Their
instrumentation is. diverse, yet
works toward a unified sound. Like
many other Chicago bands (i.e.
Shellac, The EX} they work towards
. building a sound throughout the
llOng, letting each song build an~ .
ticipation.
For anyone interested in one of
the developing trends among
today's up-and-coming bands, I
think you'll find the album more
than satisfying.
·
·
·Unfortunately, since they .lack
sing-along choruses and have rio _
video on MTV, many will .feel uri. fulfilled by my pick of the week.·.
-Tim Hubbard,
Contributing Writer

With their latest release, Oui, The
Sea And Cake wilf remain one of
the most critically acclaimed
American bands in existence, however, they're cert1;1inly. not makirig
music with a conceited-effort to
develop a larger fan base. . .
The band bears both similarsound and the identical record label (Thrill Jockey) to Chicago legends To,rtoise. .
.
·With their elevator style pop
musi_c The Sea And Cake have ere- .
ated another album full of intricate
melodies and hauntingly light vocals, court~sy of founding member
(and former Shrimpboat member)
SamPrekop.
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ANNAMARIE'S

CUCHil\lA

Halloween treats
WAIT! DON'T THROW AWAY ..THAT PUMPKIN!
BY ANNAMARIE VITALE
Asst. Diversions Editor
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SPICE ITUP A BIT
If these seeds seem a little. boring to you, try making garlic seeds,
Italian seeds, or if you really want
to spice it up, Tex Mex seeds.

Halloween just isn't Halloween
without roasted pumpkin seed
snacks. When I was younger, my
mom would make them every year
GARLIC SEEDS
for as long as I could remember.
To make garlic seeds, just folEvery year I look forwai:d to carv. ing a pumpkin. The messiest part low the instruction!? to the left, but.
is gutting out the inside of the also add:
l tbsp. of melted butter
pumpkin, ·Most people throw that .
1/2 tsp. of
messy
part
garlic powder
away because
they
don't
ITALIAN
know what else
SEEDS
to do with it.
TomakeitaWell here's an
lian seeds, just
idea: roasted
follow the in.pumpkin seed
structions to
snacks. And
the left, but
here's how you
also add:
make them:
l tbsp. of
melted butter
THE IN112
tsp.
GREDIENTS
each of orel tbsp. oil
gano, basil, onl tsp. salt
ion powder,
2cupspumgarlic powder
pkin seeds,
and salt
rinsed
and
dried
TEX MEX SEEDS
To make Tex Mex· seeds, follow
THE RECIPE
First, remove the seeds from the the instructions to the left, but also
. pumpkin and rinse them off. Then, add:
l tbsp. of oil
let them dry.
....In a bowl, whisk together the oil
l 112 tsp. of chili powder
l tsp. of Worcestershire sauce
and salt. (You may add inore salt if
a dash of Tobasco sauce
desired.) Drizzle over the seeds.and
1/2 tsp. of salt
toss to coat evenly. Scatter the
Buon Apittito! !! !
seeds in a single layer on a baking
sheet.
Bake in a 350 degree oven for
20 minutes or until golden brown.
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Saturday
Nov.· 11th
7:30 PM.
WHAT YOU GET:
ONE (1) TICKET TO THE NOVEMBER 11TH WWF
SHOW AT THE CINCINNATI GARDENS &ONE (1)
VOUCHER FOR ANY CINCINNATI MIGHTY
DUCKS GAME IN JANUARY.

CINCINNATI MIGHTY DUCKS

.

vs.

ROCHESTER AM.ERICANS
• COME SEE WWF STAR AL SNOW
• REGISTER TO WIN WWF TICKETS·
•TICKETS ONLY $7.00

•BOTH EVENTS FOR ONLY
{a $27- value)

$20u00~ 1

TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED IN. ADVANCE
BY CALLING 351-3999 ext. 239
CINCINNATI

TH EGARDENS

_.TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED IN ADVANCE
BY CALL 351-3999 ext. 239
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2001-2002 UPPERCLASS HOUSING SELECTION
If.you plan to live o:p campus for the 2001-2001 academic year,
mark your calendar now!
October 23
November 1
. November 6
November 9
November 14

Lottery numbers posted in halls and apartments office at 11 am.
Theme Hm.~se Applications due.
·
Answers with the Director of Residence Life.
Questions
Theme House decisions announced.
Upperclass Housing Selection.

.•. ARE~Yo.u~.llRED'·

. :. '·?··i~-~'.~,"J~·;u-1t5 . · .

.. SM~M:EL-ESSLY ·.

and

This housing selection process is for current sophomores and above. Available units include:
.
-- Xavier Village Apartments
-- 1?°60 Cleneay Ap~ments
·
--The Commons Apartments (new)
~-Theme Houses
-- 1O19 Dana Avenue Apartments
Current residents will receive complete instructions and information from their RA's/Apartments Manager.
Commuters Welcome-Please stop by the Office ofResidenceLife (Walsh Hall), or call x3203 for information.

~~.·f1i1~~~~R.··· .·
r..::

One all-nighter spent in front of a computer
monitor (with. 2-liter Mt. Dew and bag ofTostitos)

$5.50

::WE: . ~A.~.:DO ..

!ifc·!~~t1~l~J~~
>' ABUl'.Jl;:rr~ ·.
:£:,<_.•·.•

;~:: ·~t· :. '·:'..r :~, ,~

One set ofWebster's Dictionary, Roget's Thesaurus
and MLA Handbook (still shrink-wrapp~d)

$35.00 ..

One used copy of Plato's Republic from
the XU bookstore (extremely overpriced)

$59.99

. ·, One 50-minu~e session with a]ames A~ Glenn
Writing Center consultant

PRillLIS!i

There are some things money can ~ buy. On<;! of
·them is your next appointment with {l writink center consultant. Call us today (745-2875) orvisit ·
our website (www.xu.edu/writcntr).
Open 9.30-8.30 Mon_day through Thursday,
. 9.30-3.30 Friday and 1.00-9.00 Sunday.

<-.t:yr;::~':~;·~ '.:~\~:: :~~ .· ,:"

.~ ~·.1 · • . ,··

!illll~fl;~r•
. ,74,~ . . 3~6.;l,,,1\~Q

;··:~f~~,~~j~.~~';:•·····
;,, '·El\tlPJV' SPACE · .

:'.3·~·f~~l~~~ •.

.. 74~::2a1s.·..Alt~r
James·

fi.>C3ien:rl

BLAIR WITCH 2
DO YOU WANT TO
WIN A PAIR OF
TICKETS?!?·!
EMAIL your names and phone
· numbers to:
newswireads@yahoo .-com
to win!.

**only 5pairs of tickets
available; hurry!**

WHO. SAYS

Showing is at the Showcase
Cincinnati (Norwood)
1701. Showcase Drive

'

.

.

. JOURNALISTS·

. . :. ARE,,

·uNCOOPERATIVE?

Thursday, October 26, 2000
8:00 PM

'·

:·.

-.
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trates me: Anyway, you have to
do something with your clocks today, unless you live in Indiana. In
that case, you will continue your i.
I
Nazi ways.
't
!;
You don't want to miss this ~:
one. Sophomore sensation Mi- \.•.
chael Vick will be running circles f
around the women's soccer team t
as Virginia Tech battles our lady l.
Musketeers at l p.m. Come see ~1
Vick before he's iri the NFL and
forgets all about us little people. I
He'll be signing autographs after
the game at Corcoran Field.

!

October 2S

With only a little· less than a
week until we all dress up and try
to pawn ourselves off as young
By .Adam Ziemkiewia To place an item in the. calendar, call 745.;.3122 or mail to ML 2129.
enough to get candy, I thought it
intheRomeroCenter. He'll begivin a circle for 20 minutes. Then, they·
appropriate to look back at Hallownon puli:hrae. That's okay. They
jng a presentation entitled: "Why
·told me I was· saved. Which is a
eens past to remember the joys bf
didn't. have electricity in the days
good thing because I was going
this wonderful holiday. The tim'e. 1'11 Never Have a Role as Good as
of the vernacular, so it will be
Jack Tripper Again, and Why No
to Hades for a couple weeks that
was when my mom 'dressed me up
plenty .dark at the dance.
One Cares."
July. I don't know ifyou~ll have to
as a skeleton, for the fifth year iri a
ride a llama, but it's worth going
row, with my face painted white and
For all of you WWF fans (I can
to find out. Cost is $5 for students.
a "bag o' bones" to hold my candy.
Luckily for me, as a voting mem- ·
only
imagine how many that inMy friend Nick and I went out with · ber of the Benevolent and Proteccludes)
looking forward to the
my dad, sister, Chuckie, the kid no
tive Order ofElks I am skilled in all
I have only had bad.experiences
coming winter season, you can
one really liked; Charlotte, Nick's
levels of dance, fro'm jazz to tap
·with
tents. Especially the great
catch an early glimpse when The
fat cousin who only hung around
and the tarantella to the limbo,
camping
fiasco of 1984 involving
October
27
Mighty Ducks drop puck at The ·
with us because she didn't. have
which also includes latin dancing.
a
Webelo,
two boxes of thin mints
Cincinnati Gardens. AI Snow will
any of her own friends; and
But, if you aren't a card carrying
A couple centuries ago I cha!"
and
a
badge
for anatomical identibe there asking his usual question:
Franky, the kid we used for his
Elk and you plan on going to the
Ienged George Washington. to a
fication.
But,
my joyous days.as a
"What's wrong with all you
swimming pool. We would. go to
Latin Dance this Friday, you might
jousting match. Now, it's pretty
girl
scout
have
nothing to do with
people? Why are you wasting so
the usual houses: the guy who alwant to get some lessons at 7 p.m .. cl.ear who won, I mean, he was the
Xavier
Players'
"Tent Meeting"
much precious time watching wresways wore a capt'ain's hat, the old
in Tucker's Lounge. They'll be
first president and I write for The
which·
is
at
8
p.m.
in the Armory.
tling? Don't·you know I used to
woman who babysat everyone in ·· starting with Cicero's Oration an.ct
Newswire. So, after I beat him, I
.
Last
chance
to
find
God this year.
be a mailman in Topeka .. Kansas
the neighborhord. at· on.e time or ·moving up fo The Third beclerimade him sign a revolutionary rebefore.I started doing this?" Anyanother, and the Patman (which is.· sion. They asl<"ed me to teach, but
straining order stating he could
way, if you can't get what you rewhat we called him because he
I have a noblesse oblige.
not come within two hectares of
ally want this Friday night, the·
never really talked to·anyone and_
me. Well, apparently, he and his
game starts at 7:30 p.m.
October 30
was rather large .. but always gave
university have challenged the
I have a ·question for my thouus a big ol' Snickers' bars instead
On this date in 1938 Orson
women's soccer team at 7 p.m. at
sands of weekly readers: Iff have
of a tightly wrapped package of
Welles' "War of the Worlds" was·
Corcoran field. I giiessFm going_
gone out with this girl like maybe
pennies). By the end of the night
broadcast, spelling doom for. so
to have to put that Federalist in his
12 times, but we have never eve_n
our faith in humanity had been rerriany simple~minded individuals.
place.
held hands, but I swear I am getOctober 28
kindled by those kind souls who
Also, mid-term grades come out
ting so many signals from her and
Thrity-five years ago in St.
smiled on our need for a sugflr fixatoday. You can pick them up in
Lucky you. You still have a
we have so many wonderful times,
Louis,
the Gateway Arch opened
tion. Really, Halloween is the night
the Registrar's Office.
chance to cast out the devil today
would you say we were datin'or
to the public. Two days ago Xavier
of empty carbohydrates, and such
as Xavier Players present "Tent
what? Well, maybe if.I take her to
Players' production of "Tent
tasty empty carbohydrates they
Meeting" at 8 p.m. in the Armory.
Corcoran Field at 7 p.m. for the
Meeting" opened. Not coinciden- ·
are.
Look, God is speaking to you
men's soccer game against Day.tally,
you can still see both of these
through me. Apart from striking
ton, lean reveal my wishes. "Golly,
October 31
somewhat
related phenomena, but
I have shamed Calendar City. In
you down with nuts-and-bolts,
Angelica, I almost applied to Dayonly for two more days. On Sunlast week's issue I made the grave
Okay, I am still all confused
you're getting off easy. You had
ton. Could yoti imagine what it
day
the
Gateway
Arch
will
hav~
error of saying Don Knotts played
about
this girl issue. I mean, all I
. better heed my warning.
would be like to be Dayton?"
fallen to make way for the
Mr. Roper on "Three's Company,"
want to do is jump her bones. But,
Microsoft Parabola. "TentMeetshe just isn't getting the hint. So,
which is not true at all. Don Knotts
Put on your togas and your sub
ing"
runs
at
8
p.m.
in
the
Armory.
played Mr. Furley, and so I apoloI am going to dress· up as a. skelubi. Shout to the heights of all
gize. Don't worry, I was punished
eton
for the 13th year in a row, stuff
three parts of Gaul. Tell Hannibal
last Wednesday night when, while
her
full
of Milky Ways.and those
to let the elephants go. The 2nd
October 26
of bubble gum, and take
·flipping through stations, I was
.
pink
turds
Annual Latin Darice, sponsored by
With the absence of the theater,
her
to.
the
Cintas Center as the
punished by John Ritter on Nickevery organization on campus
October 29
elodeon, Lifetime and the USA
Xavier Players are roving around
volleyball
team
faces Dayton at 7
takes place in the Main Ballroom
Oh
no!·
This
happens
every
Network simultaneously. I still
campus. Tonight you can catch a
p.m.
Ifwe
aren'tdatin'
by the time
of the Cintas Center from 9 p;m.
year.
I
forget.
Is
it
fall
forward
and
haven't recovered, and it promises
good ol' fashioned "Tent Meeting"
the
game
is
over,
I
am
going
to steal
until l a.m. Another round of lesspring
back
or
fall
down
and
spring.
to get no better because Ritter will
in the Armory at 8 p.m. The last
all
the
candy
from
the
first
kid I
sons will be held from 9 p.~. until
is
in
the
air,
or
The
Fall
Guy
and
be the guest at the International
tent meeting I attended required
see
dressed
as
Harry
Potter
and
10 p.m., so you have no excuse,
spring
cleaning?
This
really
frusgorge
myself.
Coffee Hour thi~ week at 3:30 p.m.
that I strip down and ride a llama
except as to why all puellae sunt

!
[
f

ll'

FRIDAY

.~i!j ill .~ •1l\'4 .

llJESDAY

11.: bid;:;: •J!SJI

9..NJAY"

Classified ads are 25 cents per word with a $6 minimum. To place your classified ad in The Newswire
call the advertising department and ask for Beth Cioffena at {513)745-3561 or send an email to
newswireads@yahoo.com.

. HELP
WANTED
Sales jobs. Full time/parttime for the holiday season in
the Eastgate mall. Comfort
Zone needs enthusiastic, outgoing and fun people to demonstrate and sell their products.
$6-$20/hour. Students, housewives encouraged. 459-3053.

Tellers of Hyde Park is now
·hiring food runners, hosts, hostesses + several other positions
available. Excellent pay/flexible
hours/close to campus. Please
apply in person at 371 o Erie
Ave. in Hyde Park Square'.
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air, Free Food,
Drinks and Parties! Cancun,
Jamaic;a, Bahamas, Mazatlan
& Florida. Travel Free & Earn
Cash! Do It on the Web! Go
to StudentClty.com or call
(800)293-1443 for info.

Number 1 spring break vaAct now! Guarantee the
cations! Best prices guaran· best spring break prices! South
teed! Cancun, Jamaica, BahaPadre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bamas & Florida. Sell trips. Earn
hamas, Acapulco, Florida &
cash & go free! Now hiring
Mardi Gras. Reps Needed. Travel
campus reps. (800) 234free, earn$$$. Group discounts
7007. endlesstours.com.
for 6+. (800)838-8203.
Act fast! Save $$$, get . www.leisuretours.com.
a coupon ... go to
Wanted! Spring Breakspringbreakdiscounts.com or
ers! Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
call (800)584-7502.
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast Vacations for a free brochure and
ask how you can organize a
small group & Eat, Drink,
Travel Free & Earn Cash! Call
(800)777-4642 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com.

FOR RENT

MISC.

Spacious 7 bdrm, 3 1/2 bath
house at 887 Clinton Springs.
Equiped with appliances and
washer/dryer. Available June,
2001. 321-0043.

Everybody's Records is the
best record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your mint
condition CDs. Wide selection
of ro'ck, rap, jazz, soul, lndie,.
punk & more! Posters, stickers .& buttons, too! Operi 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday;
noon- 6 p.m. on Sunday,. 6106.
Montgomery Road at Ridge Av·
enue.

Newly renovated house at
2104 Cleaney Ave. 6+ bdrms,
·solarium, washer/dryer. Walking distance to XU. Great location with beautiful interior
archeticture. New furnace
and central air. $300 p/p + utili. ties. Available Oct- 1. 9858576'.
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